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SANTA FB, NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY JULY 14, 1908.

VOL. 45.

SLAYER OF DEPUTY
SHERIFF ACQUITTED

OFFICIAL CALL

FORCiHIi
Issued By Chairman
Bursiim of Central
Committee

Byron Parrish Found Not Guilty of
Murder of W. E. Tipton Jury Out
Nineteen Minutes.

Portales, July 14 A special term of
district court was held here last week
to try the case of the territory of New
Mexico versus Byron B. Parrish, on
the charge of the murder of W. E. Tip-

ton, which occurred at Texlco on April
25, 1907. The jury in the case return
ed a verdict of acquittal after being

THE

On account of poor health, Judge
18 Pope called Judge Frank W. Parker
of Las Cruces to preside over the
trial in this case. Judge Parker made
a good impression in the handling of
Republican Candidate for the case and gave the best of satisfac
Delegate Will Be Nominat- tion. murdered
The
man, W. E. Tipton,
ed at That Time.
was deputy sheriff at Texico. He was
a typical frontiersman and had parHon. H. 0. Bursum, of Socorro, ticipated in all kinds of shooting af
chairman of the Republican territorial frays and lights dating from the days
central committee today Issued the of- of the life of the "cowpunchers" on
ficial call for the Republican territori- the plains. At one time he particpat-ein a "battle in which five cowboys
al convention to be held in Santa Fe
were
killed and Tipton was the only
in August. The call which is self exone
at the close of the fight.
alive
planatory, reads:
Tipton carried the scars of many bat
Call For Territorial Convention.
A Republican territorial convention tles, having several fingers missing
is hereby called by order of the Re- and numberless scars on his body.
Parrish was constable at Portales.
publican committee to be held at SanOn
April 24 he went to Texico, hav
A.
of
ta Fe on the 18th day
August,
D. 1908, at the Capitol building for the ing a warrant in his possession for a
man
in
Oklahoma
wanted
for
purpose of nominatin a candidate for
for
was
and
horse
stealing
looking
to
t
Sixty-firsto
the
Congress
delegate
him. While on the streets, Tipton derepresent New Mexico.
manded that he put up his gun, claimterriThe several counties of the
Parrish had no right to carry a
to
will
entitled
be
representation ing
tory
outside of his own precinct. Tip
gun
as follows:
took Parish into a saloon and
top
Counties
Delegates
16 there again ordered him to put up
Bernalillo
4 his gun. Parrish drew his gun and
Chaves
struck Tipton over the head. The bar
16
Cojfax
snatched the gun from Parrish
keeper
8
Dona Ana . . ,
and a struggle ensued in which Tip
3
Eddy
ton was shot with his own gun in the
6
Grant
left eye and death resulted within an
5
Guadalupe
hour afterwards.
5
Lincoln

'..

McKInley
Mora
Otero
Quay
Rio Arriba
Roosevelt
Sandoval
San Juan
San Miguel
Santa, Fe

Sierra

....

Union
Valencia

Total

SEVERAL WOULD
HEAD PROHIB TICKET

Refusal of Georgian to Accept Nomina10
tion Leaves Delegates at Sea
3
No Lack of Material.
7
4

14

Columbus, Ohio, July 14. The refuWright, of Georgia, to
allow his name to come before the
prohibition convention as a candidate
for president left the delegates very
much at sea today as to their candidate, but not for the lack of material.
A new boom makes its
appearance
every few hours.
Among those talked of now are Professor Charles S. Scahlon, of Pittsburg, field representative c2 the Presbyterian church in temperance work;
Fred F. Wheeler, of Los Angeles;
Joseph P. Tracey, of Detroit; Daniel
R. Sheen of Peoria, and Alfred
L.
Manniere of New York.
Finally Nominate Ticket.
Late this afternoon the state con
vention nominated a full ticket, in
cluding Aaron Watson for governor.

10 sal of Seaborn
4
12

, . . .

Socorro
Taos

Torrance

2
3
8
5
3

9
'.

5

6
12

180

Notice for precinct primaries shall
he given at least five days In advance
of holding; the same.
County conventions shall be cajled
by the county chairman except in such
counties as have no county chairman
in which case a member of the territorial committee of such county shall
make the call hereunder, provided,
that in the county of Bernalillo the
and
call for the county convention
rules regulating and governing the
procedure and method of conducting
the primaries in the said county of
Bernalillo shall be called and made by
a commission composed of three electors of said county of Bernalillo to be
selected in accordance with a resolution adopted by the Republican executive committee at Albuquerque, New
Mexico, July 10th, 1908.
All county conventions1 shall beheld
not later than August 15th, 1908, and

,

CONSTABULARY CAPTURES
STRONGHOLD OF OUTLAWS.

Sessions of Annual Convention Western Federation at Denver Open to
Public for First Time In History.

14.
For the first time
history of that organization the
Sev- annual convention of the Western
Federation of Miners was thrown open to the entire public today and all
the sessions until the final adjournment will be public.
President Charles H. Mover made
his annual report and address this afternoon. While eight strikes during
GATHER
GOLD MEDALS the, past year have resulted' In gainIN
ing better conditions for Hie miners,
Moyer said the strike on the Mesaba
range was unwise and premature and
Victorious
in resulted in a
Flannagan
complete defeat for the
Hammer Throw and Shep miners and the destruction of every

Denver, July

in the

Bryan and His Lieu- Finish First in
eral Important
tenants Confer at
Fairview
(El

HEREAUGUST

Luna

NOTHING TO HIDE IRRIGATION

OLYMPIC GAMES

CAMPAIGN

NO, 129

MINERS HAVE

Aims wi

:

out nineteen minutes.
MEETS

AN

KX

Nebraskan Will Not Make
Whirlwind Tour of Country
in Special Train.
Fairview, Neb., July 14. The
of the Democratic National Committee and others holding proxies con
ferred with William J. Bryan and John
W. Kern at Bryan's home here today in
regard to vital matters regarding
who is to manage the coming national
campaign. Among the committeemen
present were Osborne, of Wyoming;
Johnson, of Texas; and .Tone, of New
Mexico.

ard in the Metre Race.

Farmer Who Has Had Actual
Experience in Otero County Gives Valuable Hints.

liondon, July 14. John J. Flannagan. of the
Athletic
Club broke the Olympic record In the
hummer throw today and won the first
gold nledal yet awarded for any event.
M. .1. Mcfirath, of the New Yofk Athletic Club was second in the hammer
throw, winning the silver medal.
Another American success was scored in the twenty kilometre cylinder
race, in which L. G. Wientz, of the
New York Athletic Club qualified by
winning the third heat.
The result of the hammer throw
was announced when the Stars and
Stripes were run up on the arena
flagstaff.
The final 1,500 metre flat race was
won by Shephard, of America. Wilson,
of England, was second and Hallows,
also of England, third.
Shephard's
time was four minutes three, two-fiftIrish-America- n

rear-platfor-

ti&

,

lf

An Art Which is

Events

h

"

INDUSTRY

Being Reduced
to a Science

to Choose Chairman.
It has practically been decided that
the selection of a chairman of the
Democratic national committee shall
bo left to a
of nine. It
is said" to be desirable that this committee shall make its selection within the next two weeks.
To Cut Out Rear Platform Addresses.
William E. Gonzales, editor of the
Daily State, of Columbia, South Carolina, after a visit to Bryan and Kern seconds1.'
at Fairview today, said:
"It is Bryan's present purpose to
deliver no
speeches this TROOPS TO EXPLORE
campaign, but to make ten or a dozen
political addresses dealing with the NAVAJO RESERVATION
more vital Issues as presented in the
Kern will also Detachment of Fifth Cavalry to Leave
Democratic platform.
Soon on Two Months' Pracmake a more continuous campaign,
tice March.
and Representative Towne, of New
York, will be no less active than if he
nomihad been the
First Lieutenant Rawson Warren,
nee.
Fifth U. S. Cavalry, recently married
The Democratic national committee in this city, went west last
evening
in executive session hero today adopt- to Fort
Wingate, his station, in aced a resolution in outline as follows; cordance with a
telegram summoning
Limits Campaign Contributions.
him tu the post. A column of five
'"No contribution Khali be accepted
V the Fifth
Cavalry, five troops
from corporations. No contribution ov- at Infantry, a battery of machine guns
er $10,000 shall be accepted. All gifts and a train
carrying two months' proof over $100 will be made public on visions and. fodder for the horses is
Oclober 15th. Thereafter immediate now being organized at Fort Wingate
publication will be given. Contribu- for a practice march to the northern
tions under $100 will not be pub- and northwestern parts of the Navajo
lished. No money will be received af- Indian reservation. The column may
ter November 1.
be absent from Fort Wingate two
Bryan Dictated Resolution.
months. It will travel through some
was proposed by sections of the
The resolution
reservation
Navajo
Bryan and Kern in a written state- that are not well known and have not
ment which Bryan read to the com- been thoroughly explored.
There is
mittee.
no truth in the report that the exAnother resolution was adopted re- pedition is to have a brush with warquesting the Democrats all bver the like Navajos. There are no Navajos
country to organize immediately these days who care to go on the war
Bryan clubs to assist in the campaign. path.
Bryan to Be Notified August 12.
Lieutenant Warren's troop is a
"Bryan will be officially notified of part of the expedition.
his nomination at his home here on
August 12.
"John W. Kern will be notified of INSANE PRISONER
his nomination at Indianapolis on a
ATTEMPS SUICIDE
date to be determined later.

Manila, July 14. Lieutenants Burr
and Whitney, commanding a detachment of constabulary, stormed Cota,
on the island of Mindanao, which was
occupied by the outlaw leader Uyan, TAFT TO EXPOSE
on, Friday last. Fourteen outlaws were
DENVER PLATFORM
killed and two machine
guns captured. Lieutenant Burr was slightly
Republican Presidential Candidate's
the chairman of the several county wounded and one private seriously
Letter of Acceptance Will Contain
.
committees are requested to. prompt- wounded.
"Hot Stuff."
ly advise the undersigned or the secSTEVE ADAMS SOON
retary of the committee the names of
Hot Springs, Va., July 14. From
TO KNOW HIS FATE.
at
such
the delegates selected
county
the present indications, Judge William
conventions in order that the same
H. Taft's letter of acceptance of the
Grand
July 14.
may be entered upon the temporary Without Junction, Colo., evidence
Republican nomination for president
in
introducing any
roll.
will be a judicial scoring of the Demon
of
rebuttal
Adams'
alibi
the
Steve
Proxies for delegates will not be
of murdering Arthur J. Collins ocratic platform. All yesterday and
recognized except when held by per- charge
mine
the
superintendent who was shot last evening he devoted to the study
sona residents of the
county from
at
Tellurlde on the night of Novem- of. that platform. Today he was again
which such delegates may have been
ber
19, 1902, the state rested its case delving into the records.
'
J
selected.
this
morning and Judge Sprlgg Shackconven. Delegates to the territorial
tion heretofore elected by the county elford is now engaged in preparing HITCHCOCK ESTABLISHES
HEADQUARTERS IN NEW YORK
conventions of the counties of Sierra his instructions to the Jury.
and Roosevelt will be recognized and
New. York, July 14 Frank H.Hitchno additional convention shall beheld MILITIA GUARDS NEGRO
.
WHO KILLED PLANTER. cock, chairman of the Republican nain such counties hereunder.
tional committee, yesterday, selected
Legislative Nominations.
Russellville, Ky., July 14. Rufus quarters for the committee in the MeIn all legislative districts composed
of three counties or more the joint Browder, a negro who yesterday -killed tropolitan Life building here. The actJames Cunningham, a planter,'- and ive presidential campaign will be bemembership of the delegates selected
barely escaped being lynched last gun in this city on August 1.
counties
of
said
from
the
hereunder
was brought back to town this
Hitchcock stated last night: "It is
legislative districts shall meet and as- night,
in
the
militia
and
morning
by
placed
of
20th
semble not later than the
my Intention to spend most of the time
day
where he is being guarded.
jail
New
and
Santa
at
Mexico,
during the campaign in this city and
Fe,
August,
direct the fight from here. Mr. Taft
hold district conventions for the purWESTERN MAN EXALTED
not make any speeches until afwill
candof
pose
nominating legislative
RULER OF B. P. O. ELKS ter the first of September. I expect to
idates, provided, that said legislative
Dallas, Tex., July 14. Rush L. Hol- see Mr. Sherman in Utlca tonight and
nominations may he made as soon as
of Colorado Springs, Colorado, will be In the city again on Wednesof
land,
after
the
adjournment
practicable
the territorial convention at which was today elected grand exalted ruler day to see several politicians who
meeting all of the counties of said leg- of the Benevolent and Protective Or- have indicated a desire to discuss
islative districts shall be given oppor- der of Elks' without opposition at the matters connected with the approachsession of the grand lodge held here ing campaign."
tunity to be present and participate.
By order of the Territorial Commit- In connection with the annual conven.'..v. y'.1: , BOSTON WOOL MARKET
tion.
tee, ;
TAKES ON NEW LIFE
H. O, BURSUM,
Chairman. TENNESSEE MOB
LYNCHES A NEGRO,
Boston. Julv 14. The local wool
AMBASSADOR O'BRIEN
to rv ariAtlal fnaroat with AO
14.
motW
Tenn.,
Hugh
July
iMiddletown,
HURRYING TO WASHINGTON, Jones, a negro, who last night attemptaemanas
ior one ana a quarter
(uve
San Francisco, July 14. Thomas J, ed to assault Miss Ora Yoppys, aged 17 and one-hablood fleeces and staple
American ambassador to years, was taken from the posse which (clips in territory wool, especially Ore
O'Brien,
Japan, arrived here today on the was bringing him here early today gon. Clothing wool, however, nas nox
steamer Korea. He left at once for by a mob of a hundred men and improved. Prices remain firm and the
advance is well maintained.
Washington.
Btrung up to a tree.

IM

1

Tramp Locked Up in Las Vegas Jail
Ties Wire Around Neck and Attaches It to Cell Door.
Special to the New Mexican.
Las Vegas, July 14.
Hovering
between life and death while physicians work over him, Barthol Bauer
lies in the county jail where he tried
to hang himself with a wire last night.
He was discovered in, time to prevent
immediate death, but he is yet unconscious and may yet not recover. He
came here as a tramp from Albuquerque and was speedily picked up as insane. He had not been given an examination. The jail guards heard a choking noise last night and rushed Into
his cell. They found Bauer slowly
strangling to death.

AIRSHIP STARTS ON
FLIGHT
24-HOU-

R

local union in Minnesota. The send
ing of United States troops to
Nevada, by President Roosevelt
last, fall was condemned
in strong
language.
Referring to the relations between
the Western Federation of Miners and
the Industrial Workers of the World,
President Moyer expressed the belief
that industrial unionism is not popular and is not wanted by the working
classes of this country.
Hope for the acquittal of Steve Adams, of the murder charge at Grand
Junction, Colorado, whose trial is now
in progress, was expressed.
Alluding to the Injunction plank in
corporated In the national Democratic
platform, President Moyer said:
"When we remember that certain
federal judges In their interpretation
of the laws have vested the supreme
IMiwer In the executive of the state
and that no court may inquire into his
acts, and when as Mr. Mitchell says,
the supreme court of the land has so
construed the law as to make it a
crime for labor to organize, what have
we to hope for by placing further laws
on the statute books?"

,

Gold-field-

BONANZA GOLD

STRIKE REPORTED
Prospector Arrives at El Paso From
Hachita, Grant County, With Tale
of $60,000 Ore.
El Paso, Tex., July 14 T. C. Harris
arrived here today from the Hachita
gold field in Grant county, New Mexico, where he is interested in seyen
claims and reports that two of the
richest strikes he ever saw in his life
were made there Saturday.
The strikes were made in the
claims of Clark and Bennett, and are
in quartz, up on the mountainside
above the placers, which first attracted the miners to the region.
Mr. Harris states that
of
the rock Is pure gold and that a per
son can stand off several feet and see
the gold In the rock with the naked
eye. He is positive that the ore will
assay from $40,000 to $00,000 a ton.
The extent of the deposit has not
been ascertained, but the find has
caused great excitement he says.
one-thir-

d

FRISCO DYNAMITER
MAKES CONFESSION
Greek Admits Blowing Up Residence
and Other Houses Owned By Former Supervisor.
San Francisco, July 14. John
a Greek 23 years old, has made
a complete confession to District Attorney Langdon that he is the man
who dynamited the residence of James
L. Gallagher, a former supervisor of
San Francisco, who was a witness
against Abe Ruef in the graft cases,
and who subsequently wrecked with
dynamite two unoccupied houses owned by Gallagher.
In a letter to his
elder brother Peter, which fell into
John
the district attorney's hands,
Claudianes accused the brother of receiving a thousand dollars for the
job and refusing to divide the money.
Clau-diane-

s,

WEALTHY LAND
PROMOTER ARRESTED
Head of Two Big Companies Indicted
on Charge of Conspiracy to Defraud Government.

Zeppelin, the French Inventor, Makes
a Successful Departure on Record
Portland, Ore., July 14. jnenry G.
x
Breaking Trip.
Cook has been arrested at Baker City,
on an indictment returned by the fed
Friedrichshafen, July 14. The Zep- eral court of New York, charging conpelin airship made a successful de- spiracy to defraud the government out
parture from Its shed on Lake Con- of public lands in this state. Cook is
stance this afternoon on its much her- the official head of the Oregon Ranch
alded twenty-four-hou- r
trip through ing and Timber company and of the
the air. It started in the direction of Southwest Texas Development comConstance.
pany with headquarters in New York
Accident Ends Trip.
City.
The airship 'was compelled to return to the starting point because of PURGATORY RIVER
a break in the steering gear. Another
GOES ON A RAMPAGE.
start will be made tomorrow.

Trinidad,

Colo.,

July

14.

A flood of

REVOLUTIONISTS BATTLE
the Purgatory river caused by heavy
WITH PERSIAN TROOPS. rains yesterday destroyed some houses In the mining camps hereabouts
St. Petersburg, July 14. A telegram and washed out several bridges. The
received here from Tabriz states that Santa Fe depot here was in lminent
a bombardment with two guns of the danger but was not damaged. HunUmrathis quarter of that city began dreds of people here and in other
The revolution- towns along the river fled from their
yesterday, morning.
ists replied with a heavy rL.e Are. The homes. ; The railroads suffered consid
result of this engagement has not yet erable damage but traffic was not
been reported.

In competition for the handsome silver trophy cup offered by Territorial
Engineer union L. Sullivan, for the
best story on the subject of 'Irrigation," Merrill II. Fisher, a civil engineer of Alamogordo, Otero county,
has written an article descriptive of
irrigation in that section of uw territory. The article is especially good,
Mr. Fisher reviewing the subject at
length and In an interesting manner,
lie says:
"Irrigation is the artificial application of water to land for the purpose
of producing plant life. This application being artificial, I. p., not duo to
nature, it is under the perfect control
of man, and therefore the mode of application, quantities applied, and results obtained are reducible
to a
science. Science is the classification
of knowledge.
Although
irrigation
was practiced by man thousands of
years ago, for all practical purposes It
is a new study.
In other words we
are fostering an industry now in its
infancy, but which promises soon to
become a giant.
"Irrigation being so new a subject
of investigation, knowledge concerning the art has not been thoroughly
classified, therefore we cannot say the
subject has been reduced to a science.
"It is evidently the purpose of our
territorial engineer, in offering a
trophy for the best article on irrigation in New Mexico, to gather knowledge from the practical experience of
farmers- all over the- territory the,
only knowledge really worth while, in
order that the same may be classified
for the benefit of others; in other
words to help reduce the art .to a
science.
"New Mexico is filling up so rapidly
with settlers from the rainfall countries that realize the advantages of
irrigation over the Mississippi valley
method of farming, that a wide dissemination of knowledge is necessary
for such beginners to start as near
right as possible, so as not to waste
their substance In futile experiments,
"It is the history of new countries
that it is the second and third crop
of immigrants that are the ones to
stay and, consequently reap the benefits to be derived. This has been
largely due perhaps to the fact that
the first comers did not understand
the country. They could only learn by
their own experience which usually
comes so high, that the money is all
gone before sufficient advance has
been made to enable them to continue on and support a family.
"This may have been partially true
of this territory, but now the many
communities have advanced so far
that there are many successful men
In each one and if the new comer is
a man that can learn from others, ho
should take pains to profit by their experience as much as possible. There
is also in these days a wider spread
of knowledge from our experiment
stations among the farmers. The latter are more intelligent, read more
good literature, and make their business a trade instead of the haphazard
existence of our fathers.
The Awakening of Alamogordo.
"In Alamogordo and surrounding valley, except for shade trees along our
streets and a few isolated orchard
tracts the ground remained practically unscratched for the . period of
eight years after the advent of a railroad, and the people that made up
the little city. It is only in the past
two years that any especial endeavor
has been made to turn the soil to
account. We had as rich soil as there
is in the territory we had water going to waste, but why we did not take
advantage of our opportunities sooner is hard to see, until we take into
consideration the personnel of our
population. Very few of us were farmers, and even then we had other business to attend to, still some of us
managed to care for a small tract of
land and open the way for the farmers that were to come. Even we did
not have the confidence in the future
of the country that the conditions
warranted. We were beginner and
did not know the possibilities of the
soil under irrigation. Our water supply is limited unless pumped, from
the ground and this is being success.We have under
fully, accomplished.
construction a water power plant that
will furnish power at a cost that will
-

.
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OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It Is sent to
every postofflce In the Territory, and as a large and growing circulation
among the Intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
The New Mexican

Is the

THE REPUBLICAN NATIONAL TICKET.
For President William Howard Taft, of Ohio
James Schoolcraft Sherman, of New York

Vlc-Preslde-

BERNALILLO.
Citizen
The Albuquerque
very fairdiscusses
the
and
consistently
very
ly
political situation of the Republican
party in Bernalillo county and advises that both factions should accept
the compromise and the plan offered
by the Republican territorial central
committee. It is hoped that fairness,
good sense, patriotism and loyalty to
party interests and to those of the
people at large will prevail and that
the factions will unite and thus present a solid and united front in this
campaign against the Democratic party. If the factions of Bernalillo county get together and act together, the
county will give an overwhelming
GET TOGETHER

IN

ma.-jorit-

for every candidate on the ticket from delegate to surveyor.
Everything is to be gained and nothing is to be lost by such action. The
Republican voters under the new arrangement will go to the polls un
restrained and at the primaries the
honest majority will rule which is always the best policy In political

J

The New Mexican publishes the ed
itorial of the Citizen in this connec
tlon with approval and again sincere
ly wishes and hopes that the moderate
and fair plan suggested by the com
mittee be adopted. Says1 the Citizen:
"The executive committee of the
Republican party of New Mexico yesterday made every effort to get the
leaders of the organization and the Independents together upon some bas
is of settlement of the difficulties ex
isting in party affairs in this county.
"The effort was without success for
the leaders of the Independents said
they could not speak for "their organi
zation, although personally they were
in favor of harmony.
"The executive committee, after
listening all afternoon to a discussion
of the questions involved, then took
the matter up and offered a basis for
a compromise which is eminently fair
and above board for all concerned
"The oreanlzatlon Republicans at
once declared that they would stand
by the decision of the executive committee and would comply with its provisions. The other faction Is yet to be
neara irom.
"There Is no doubt whatever that if
the parties to the present dispute are
willing to show common, ordinary
that the breach in Bernalillo county party affairs will shortly be a thing of the past. The plan
outlined by the executive committee
could not he fairer, for it gives both
sides a chance for a test of strength
and provides an absolutely certain
means of assuring the majority of the
Republican voters of this county the
control of the party organization.
"Every member of the Independents who appeared before the committee expressed himself as heartily in
favor of harmony in the ranks of the
party in the county, providing that a
fair means of promoting it could be
found.

"The executive committee has gone
to the limit of its authority to provide
such a means, and if harmony is wanted, now is the time for it to he brought
about.

"The Citizen, speaking in the interests of the Republican party and not
for any faction or part thereof, hopes
that both sides will at once take advantage of the plan proposed by the
executive committee, and that harmony will be restored promptly in party affairs in this county.
"If the leaders of both factions will
show the right spirit and bend their
efforts to the restoration of peace in
party ranks, this county in the November elections will elect a Republican county ticket and give to the Republican candidate for delegate to Convote.
gress, a record-breakin"As matters now stand it is up to
g

the Independents. Their leaders said
they could not speak for their organ!
zation until after a meeting. It Is to
be hoped that the meeting will be held
promptly and will result in favorable
action.

has
organization faction
of
the
verdict
abide
to
the
hy
agreed
majority, as expressed under the

'The

made by

the executive com

mittee.
"If '"'the Independents come to the
front and do the same, there will be
a prompt end to the present situation.
"The Citizen believes that the men
who are at the head of the contending organizations will realize what
means to the party
their
and will act accordingly.'
"If the Independents really want
harmony, as their leaders say they do,
now is the time." .

A

GREAT 8UCCESS

tuted for the purpose that the property was to serve. Since then, the
property has been without a tenant
the greater part of the time; instead
ATTORNEYS-AT-LAW- .
of a source of revenue, his holdings
MAX FROST
have become a source of expense
Attorney-at-Lamerely to maintain it, and It is not
New Mexico
likely that it will be ever sold In Its Santa Fe
present shape for anything near the
G. W. PRICHARD
price that the railroad Company was
to
it.
for
Had
this
offer
willing
pay
Attorney and Counselor at Law
been accepted, the income derived
Practices In all the District Courts
from the interest on the sum, would fttirt elves special attention to cases
have netted the owners a neat sum before the Territorial Supreme court
annually or could have been expend Office: Laughlln Blk., Santa Fe, N. M.
ed for the purchase of property far
more rentable and salable than the
WILLIAM H. H. LLEWELLYN
Attorney-at-Laas
The
in
premises
question.
company
New Mexico
well as the shortsighted
property Las Cruces
owner therefore lost out, a condition
A. W. POLLARD
that is likely to1 be repeated If work
Attorney-at-Laon the Capitol extension is not com
menced before the next legislative
District Attorney, Luna County.
New Mexico
session.
Deming

IN BALLOON

ING.

Zeppelin, a French scientist and
army officer, who has been for some
time past engaged in experiments to
manufacture balloons that will have
sufficient strength and dirlgibility for
war purposes it seems has succeeded
in his task and has just completed
successful experiments with such a
balloon.
The success of his labors
and scientific work are well portrayed in a recent editorial In the
Kansas City Journal whicu says that

WHAT PARTY WILL BE LIKELY
TO DO RIGHT? .
The New Mexican has remarked be
fore that Colliers, the leading Illustrated weekly on the Western continent,
Is decidedly Democratic In Its leanings. Its comments on Bryan and the
Democratic party, therefore, have pe
culiar significance, especially when it
says:
"Very likely, during the term of the
next President, four members of the
Supreme Court of the United States
will be changed. Who will be likely to
put upon that bench the higher, grade
of men, Mr. Bryan or Mr. Taft? That
is one of the most Important questions
the electors must face between now
and November. In the opinion of some
of the most Intelligent citizens, it is
the most Important question to be
faced. What is the meaning of the
word Democrat, when the most that
Demohas been done for the
cratic policies has been done by a Re
publican President? Young men of
ability go into the Republican party
because the Democrats offer them no
coherent program and a much weaker
group of leaders. Probably it would be
better for the, country to have two
parties led with equal strength, but
the Democrats will 'hardly furnish
many leaders equal in ability to Roosevelt, Taft, Root, Hughes and La Fol
lette, until the South Is badly broken,
or until intelligent,
and educated
Northerners feel at home in the Dem
ocratic party."

so rapidly do wonders follow one another In this age of notable attain
ments that the most remarkable aerial
flight ever accomplished by man was
received with scant enthusiasm by
the newspapers of the world. Had
Count Zeppelin's performance of last
week occurred a quarter of a century
ago, no doubt it would have ranked
with the magnetic telegraph as an
scientific achievement.
Now it is chronicled as a matter of
course and very little stir is made
about it.
In considering the victory of Count
Zeppelin it must be remembered that
he did not enter into competition with
those French, Italian and American
experimenters who are attempting to
perfect the "heavler-than-alr- "
type of
aerial craft. The dirigible ballon is
quite a different thing, and it was
The entertainment of the New Mex
Count Zeppelin's ambition to perfect ico Bar association six weeks hence
such a vessel as would meet certain
by this city, offers an opportunity to
military requirements. That the stand make friends for the Capital City who
ard of his desires was reached and may exert considerable influence in
his victory won was Bhown last week the future Sunshine state. Santa Fe
in his great flight from Lake Con cannot have too
many friends when
stance. He remained In the air for it comes to discussing the
question of
twelve Hours, and during that time he retaining the capital for always and
traversed Northern Switzerland and every good impression made on visit
visited Zurich, Winterthur and Lucern, ors is bound to help the cause of tils
attaining an average speed of thirty Old City. Its hospitality is
four miles an hour throughout his its climate and scenic beauties and
voyage. The crew of his balloon con historic attractions are unparalleled
slsted of fourteen men, and his aston- but unless the visitor within the gates
ishing performance was witnessed by is treated well, these advantages go
hundreds of thousands of people in for naught. Let the local bar and bus!
the wido stretch of county traversed ness men therefore make every effort
The balloon was guided with splendid to bring every New Mexico
lawyer to
precision in a long series of complex the city on August 31st and September
evolutions which included many sharp 1, and show them that Santa Fe is
turns, descents and ascents, and Anal- really the most public spirited and
ly the nose of the giant bag was turn the best town in the Southwest when
ed homeward and it was housed as it comes to entertaining its guests,
easily and as safely as though it had
been a well tested motor boat.
Hearst's Independence League has
The official voyage of Count Zeppe opened headquarters at Albuquerque
lin's dirigible balloon demonstrated its and the Invasion by the new party
complete utility under the conditions has begun in earnest. This means
of trial, and had the field of its opera- more grief for the demoralized Demtions been the military territory of a ocracy, although In the end it will be
foe. not a secret disclosable to human a distinct
gain to the commonwealth,
eyes would have escaped minute ob- for the present Democratic organizaservation. The entire strength of the tion is a menace to decency and good
enemy would have been laid bare, to- government and should be annihilated.
gether with the disposition of troops, It is proposed to nominate independlocation of stores and artillery and ent tickets in a number of counties
general topographical conditions of although, the organizer in charge of
operations. The fourteen men of the the movement declares: "We are not
reconnoiter would have returned to scrambling for office, and i state positheir own camp with the most com- tively that we will not endorse Mr.
plete military map ever prepared in so Bryan, whether on the Democratic or
short a time. And as this was the other tickets." Of course, this moveobject of Count Zeppelin's experiments ment will increase the majority for
it can be understood how well he has Delegate Andrews in November next
finally succeeded.
quite materially.
A

g

WORD TO REAL ESTATE OWN
ERS.

The selection of George Rumsey
Sheldon of New York to be treasurer
When the Santa
Fe
Central
the Republican national committee
Railway company sought entrance (of
the campaign, robs the Demo-jcrat- s
j during
most
Into
of
Santa Fe,
the
of another campaign argument,
property owners gladly granted a
(for Mr. Sheldon, as treasurer of the
right of way at reasonable prices for j New York state committee, rendered a
the real estate taken for that purpose.
complete statement under the publicA few held out for exorbitant prices
law of the Empire state of the reand condemnation proceedings were ity
and disbursements
of
the
ceipts
taken by the railroad company. From
fund.
Hughes
campaign
gubernatorial
a list of fifteen persons suggested by As he
makes his headquarters In New
the property owners in question, the
York, he will be compelled and cheerrailroad company's attorney picked
will render, such a statement of
the first three on the list and these fully
the receipts and expenditures of the
appraised the real estate at less than Republican national committee. Thus,
what the railroad company had offer- this act of the
party will be of far
ed in the first place. To a property more
than would have
significance
owner, of course, his own particular been the
perfunctory adoption of a
lot and house exceeds In value every
publicity plank by the Chiother property within a radius of many campaign
convention.
cago
miles, but to the impartial appraiser,
or the unsophisticated
outsider, its
The rise of Clovis and the disap
valuation is based upon the income derived from it, the value of surround- pointment of Texico In losing division
ing property similarly situated and he headquarters of the New Mexico Eastmay even go to the official assess- ern Railway, shows that railroads
ment rolls to get somewhat of an Idea have it in their power to make and
as to its real value. In every instance, unmake cities. It is not the fact of
that it was found necessary to con- being located on the main line of the
that is essential to
demn property in Santa Fe, the ap- Santa
like Springer have
towns
as
found
and
growth,
less
than
for
juries
praisers
had been offered in the first place and experienced to their sorrow, but what
rejected by the property owner. "When the railroad will do in locating shops,
the Santa Fe Central came, it desired offices and headquarters, that help a
to obtain a piece of real estate, from city, as is shown by the growth of
On the other hand,
one of the owners of property now in Albuquerque.
question In the Capitol Extension towns depending on railroad prosperplana. The company wanted the pro- ity are entirely at the mercy of the
perty for a tourist hotel and resort hut whims of railroad officials. Tneir
the price asked was so exorbitant that prosperity, unless fortified by natural
the project was dropped, for condem- resources, is built on a very shaky
nation proceedings could not be lnstl- - foundation.
"

"

Capital Stock, $150,000.

ALFRED H. BROADHEAD,

Surplus and

undivided Profits, $63,500.

Transacts a general banking business in all Its branches.
Loans
money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and col- lateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all markets Tor
Its customers.. Buys and sells domestic and

foreign

extend to them as liberal treatment In all respects, as Is consistent
with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety deposit boxes
for rent. The patronage of the public Is respectfully solicited.

E. C. ABBOTT
Attorney-at-La-

Practice in the District and Su
Courts.
Prompt and careiui
attention 0'lven to all business.
New Mexico
Santa Fe,
preme

A. B. RENEHAN
Attorney-at-La-

and

of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank
executes all orders of its patrons In the banking line, and alms to

New Mexico

Practices In the Supreme and Dis
trict Courts; Mining and Land Law a

exchange

makes telegraphic transfer of money to all parts of the civilized
world on as liberal terms as are given by any money transmitting
agency, public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate

Offices.

Las Cruces,

'President.

;

Assistant Cashier

Land

S.

OF SANTA FE.

LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice

Practices In the Supreme and Dis
trict Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
General and U.

BAUI

UATI09AL

The oldest banking Institution In New Mexico,
In 1870
Established
RUFUS J. PALEN, President.
'jOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.

Attorney-at-La-

Surveyor

FIRST

THE

EDWARD C. WA E

PTEL

THE PALME

specialty. Office in Catron block.
New Mexico
Santa Fe,

WILLIAM VAUGHN, Propi.

CHARLES F. EASLEY

so-call-

epoch-markin-

14, 1908,

Professional Cards

Entered as Second Class Matter ut the Santa Postofflce.

For

TUE8DAY, JULY

SxiNTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

(Late Surveyor General.)

One of the Best Hotels in the West

Attorney-at-La-

Land and Mining business ar spec
laity.
New Mexico
Santa Fe.
GEORGE B. BARBER.
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Practice In the District Court and
Courts of the Territory,
Supreme
Prompt attention given to all busi
ness.
Lincoln County.
New Mexico

'
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled
Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers

Santa Fe, New Mexico

Washington Avenue
AMERICAN AND
N PLAN

FRANK W. CLANCY

-

Attorney-at-La-

District Attorney For Second Judic
lal District. Practices In the District
Court and the Supreme Court of the
Territory; also before the United
States Supreme Court In Washington.
New Mexico

Albuquerque.

L.i!OME

HOLT AND SUTHERLAND

&

(JAIUjE,

Proprietors,

Attorneys-at-La-

Practice in the District Courts as
well as before the Supreme Court of
the Territory.
Las Crucea

New Mexico

Postal Telegraph Office
Commodious Sample thorns
Long Distance Telephone Station

MARK 6. THOMPSON
Attorney-at-La-

iUam Heated:

Ele trie
Lighted. Every Room

District

Attorney Eighth District
Dona Ana, Lincoln and Otero coun
ties.
Las Cruces,
New Mexico
HARVIE DUVAL.

a Good One.

Night,
PKESS

THK BUTTON

Attorney-at-La-

Land, Mining and Corporation Law ex
cluslvely. Practice in all the District
Courts and Supreme Court. Special at- tentlon to perfecting titles and organ
izing and financing land and mining
properties. Office, Laughlin Block.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico
H." M. DOUGHERTY
Attorney-at-La-

Practices in the Supreme and Dis
trict Courts of the Territory. Offlc-a- :

Hotel Coronado

lone

of the Most Up

I

Mate

OPEN FROM

Short Order
--

Vlfilnthw
.
... uv

THE RKST,

Cafe.

&

Bestaaratt in fte City

mnt.ntnr.
iiivi iiiiijj iv

i
i

a, in.

CENTRAL T.OCATmx

I

ONLY RESTAURANT THAT RUMS II GHARfilMI

..w..w.

w

Mil F

w Villi. WIIVI kfe

FT
1 1

Prices, are Heasonable
K. C. Meats
Everthing in the season
always on hand

Attorney-at-La-

'

Rooms in connection, 50c and &
up Hot Cold Water Baths;
Electrietcd lights every room good one,
LOPE HERRERA,
Proprietor,
Santa Fe. New M.,l,A

District Attorney Ninth District
Office over First National Bank.
New Mexico
WILLIAM M'KEAN
Attorney
Mining an! Land Law.
New Mexico

VK DO

I

New Mexico
Socorro,
CATRON AND GORTNER
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law
Office: Catron Block
Santa Fe,
New Mexico
L. O. FULLEN

Roswell,

Short Order Department Open Day and

G.

,

t-Law

Taos,

m

New Mexico Military Institute

JOHN K. 8TAUFFER
Notary Public
Office with the New Mexican Print
ing Company.
Santa Fe
New Mexico

Army Officers Detailed by W,ar Department.
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

HAYWARD & FLEMMING
Real Estate and Insurance
J. B. Hayward, U. S. Commissioner,
New Mexico
Morlarty,
OSTEOPATHY
DR. CHARLE8 A. WHEELON
treats
acuta
and
Successfully
chronic diseases without drugs or
medicines. No charge for consults
tlon. Office: No. 103 Palace avenue
Hours:
m.,
p. m. 'Phone 156,
CONY T. BROWN
Mining Enalneer.
Secretary and Treasurer New Mexi
co School of Mines,
Socorro,
New Mexico
DAVID M. WHITE, C. E. "
(Late Territorial Enein oar i
Irrigation. Water Sunniv

Through Academic course, preparing yoiino-wefor college or for business life. Croat
amount oopon air work. Hcalthlets location
ot any Military School In tho Union. Located
n the beautiful Peeps Valley the
garden
spot of the West at an elevation of 3,700
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
little rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers'and Instructors, all gradu
ates from star dard eastern colleges. Ten U
n
it....
uuuuiDgs, mrougmy furnished, heated, lighted
and modern In all respects.
REGENTS-E- .
A.. Cahoon, President; W.
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J, Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W.
a llynFA ,
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
'
address.
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New Mexico

It Is an admitted fact that real en,
tate, financial men and merchants all
say mat quicKesi ana Dest results are
obtained by advertising In the New
Mexican.

"

'

JA8.

W..

WILL80N,
Superintendent.
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Arohlteot
Plans, specifications
ion. Address; Rooms
Building.
Cast Las Vegas.

NEW MEXICO.

,"The West Point of the Southwest."

W7HEW in

vy

need of

any-- i

on Earth try a
thing
NEW MEXICAN WANT AD.

It will

positively bring results

-- yi

TUESDAY, JULY

14, 1908.

NEW MEXICO REPORTS
VOLUME NUMBER 13

HAPPY RESULTS.
Made Many Santa

Fe Residents

No wonder scores of Santa Fe citizens grow enthusiastic. It Is enough to
make anyone happy to find relief aftel
years of suffering. Public statements
like the following are but truthful representations 'of the dally work done
In Santa Fe by Doan's Kidney Pills.
Pasquale Yannl, living on College
St., Santa Fe, N. M says: "Some four
years ago I gave a testimonial touching on the merits or Doan's Kidney
Pills. I then stated that this remedy
procured at Ireland's Pharmacy hao
positively relieved me of pain In the
back, which had troubled me for some
time. My trouble was aggravated by
sitting at the bench and being In a
stooped position, and on some occasions I was In misery. The claims made
by Doan's Kidney Pllla were positively carried out In my case, for not only did they give strength to the kidneys, thus freeing me from the backache, but they effected a cure that has
been permanent up to this time!"
For sale by all dealer! Price 50
cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United

Every woman covets
shapely figure, and
many of them de
Just Issued From Prest of New Mexi
plore the loss of
can Printing Company Eisentlal
girlish forms after
to Every Attorney.
The bearing of children
often
destructive to the
Volume 13, of the reports ot cases
All of this can be avoided by the use of
mother's
shapeliness.
argued and determined In the supreme court of New Mexico Is now Mother's Friend before baby comes, as this liniment prepares the
body for the strain upon it, and preserves the symmetry of her form.
ready for distribution among the members of the bar. No law library In New Mother's Friend makes the danger of child-birt- h
less, and carries
Mexico Is complete without It and to her safely through this critical period.
Thousands gratefully tell of
the practicing attorney It is absolutely
the benefit and relief
necessary. Justices of the peace, U. S. trom the use ot this

n

4

five-yea-

o

4

1--

1--

1-- 4

five-yea-

Falstaff

Register.

KRICK
HENRY
Sole Agent for

Pains will depart in exactly twenty
minutes if one of Dr. Shoop's Pink
Pain Tablets is taken. Pain anywhere.
Remember! Pain always means congestion, blood pressure nothing else.
Headache is blood pressure; tooth
ache is blood pressure on the sensitive
nerve. Dr. Shoop's Headache Tablets
also called Pink Pain Tablets
and safely coax this blood pressure
away from pain centers. Painful periods with women get Instant relief. 20
Tablets 25c. Sold by The Ireland Phar

LEMP'S ST. LOUIS BEER
And All Kinds of Mineral Waters.

SODA WATER,
Desire.
Any Flavor you

Orders Filled (or Any Amount. Mail Orders
will Receive Prompt Attentita.

Phone 38.

Santa Ft, N. M. macy.

aa

527

ilaii
Blankets,

San Franelaco 8treot

ai

ana paeiiean Wares

Curios

Basket, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work,

Opal, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems

OUR MOTTO: To Have the

Beet-o-

f

QJ0 CALlEfiTE
celebrated Hot Springs are located in the midst of the Ancient Cliff
miles west of
Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
Fe, and about twelve miles from
Station, on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railroad, from which point a
dally line of stage runs to the springs.
The temperature of these waters, is
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
:arbonle. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate
ery dry and delightful the entire year
round. There Is now a commodious ho-tfor the convenience of Invalids and
tourlats. People suffering from Consumption, cancer, and other contagious dlseaees, are not accepted. These
waters contain 1,626.24 grains of alkaline salts to the gallon, being the rich
The

Bar-anc-

o

el

a

Wmm

commissioners, court officials and all
others
In
who
are
Interested
the
of
the
law,
Interpretation
the New Mexico law,
especially
by the highest court of the territory,
should have the volume at their elbow. It is compiled by Judge A. J.
Abbott, the supreme court reporter,
and federal attorney for the Pueblo
Indians, and his experience on the
bench, as practicing attorney and as
the author of previous volumes of Reports, assures that volume 13 has been
carefully edited and Indexed. The typographical work and binding !s by
the New Mexican Printing company
which Is being complimented upon the
fact that It is the best printed and
States
best bound volume of New Mexico ReRemember the name Doan's and
ports thus far Issued. The price per
take no other.
volume, $2 .70, is lower than that of
any previous volume. To this 30 cents
(Homestead Application N. 7579.)
should be added for postage, if volume
Notice For Publication.
is ordered by mall. The edition Is limDepartment of the Interior,
ited and orders will be filled In the
U. S. Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.
sequence of their receipt.
July 7th, 1908.
Notice Is hereby given that Ramon Help for Those Who Have Stomach
Jimenez, of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
Trouble.
July 22nd, 1903, made Homestead ApAfter doctoring for about twelve
plication No. 7579 (Serial No. 051C.) years for a bad stomach trouble, and
for lot 6 A, Lot C B, Lots 10, 11 and 9, spending nearly five hundred dollars
SW1-4- ,
SW1-section 31, township 18 for medicine and doctors' fees, I pur10
N., Range
E., N. M. P. meridian, chased my wife one box of Chamberhas1 filed notice of Intention to make lain's
Stomach and Liver Tablets,
r
final
proof, to establish claim which did her so much good that she
to the land above described, before continued to use them and they have
Register or Receiver, at Santa Fe, N. done her more good than all of the
M., on the 24th day of August, 1908.
I bought
before. Samuel
medicine
Claimant names as witnesses: Calle-tan- Boyer, Folsom, Iowa. This medicine
Moya, Secundino Griego, TImoteo Is for sale by all druggists. Samples
Grlego and Martin Acuna, all of Santa free.
Fe, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
(Homestead Application No. 7519.)
Register.
Notice For Publication.
)epartment of the Interior,
War Against Consumption.
. U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
to
All nations aro endeavoring
June 15, 1908.
check the ravages of consumption, the
Notice Is hereby given that Santi
"white plague," that claims so many ago Gurule, of Glorleta, N. M., who, ou
victims each year. Foley's Honey and May
21st, 1903, made Homestead ApTar cures coughs and colds perfectly plication No. 7519, for lot 3, SE
and you are In no danger of consump- NW
section G,
SW
NE
tion. Do not risk your health by taktownship 15 N. range 11 E., N. M. P.
ing some unknown preparation when meridian, has filed notice of Intention
Foley's Honey and Tar Is safe and to make final
r
proof, to escertain in results. Sold at The Ire- tablish claim to the land above deland's Pharmacy.
scribed, before register or receiver, at
Santa Fe, N. M., on the Cth day of
The New Mexican Printing company August, 1908.
will do your Job work with neatness
Claimant names as witnesses: Anand dispatch.
dres Garcia, Tibursio Montoya, Francisco Montoya and Jose de la Suz
Moya, all of Glorleta, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Beer
The Famous

Montezuma Avenue.
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Everything

.

In Our Line.

10T SPRlfJGS.

Sold by drneglsti it $1.00 per pottle.
llttlo book, telling ill ibont ihlt
Will be lent free.
THE BBADFIBLD RIGULATOI

AtUaU, Gi.

BUBO

TERRITORIAL NEWS NOTES

MOUNTAIN FORESTS
BLESSINGS TO ARIZONA

three-year-ol-

GOO-fo-

Over Thirty-Fiv- e
Years.
In 1872 there was a great deal of
diarrhoea, dysentery and cholera inest alkalin Hot Springs In the world. fantum. It was
at this time that ChamThe efficiency of these waters has berlain's
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
been thoroughly tested by the miracRemedy was first brought Into use. It
ulous cures attested to in the followproved more successful than any othing diseases:. Paralysis, Rheumatism er Remedy or treatment, and has for
Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's Disease thirty-fiv- e
years maintained that recof the Kidneys, Syphilitic and Mercur- ord. From a
small beginning Its sale
ial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, La and use has
extended to every part of
etc. the United States and to
Grippe, all Female Complaints,
many foreign
Board, lodging and bathing $2.50 per countries. Nine druggists out of ten
day; $15 per week; $50 per month. will recommend it when their opinion
Stage meets Denver trains and waits Is asked, although they have other
for Santa Fe train upon request. This medicines that pay them a greater
resort is attractive at all seasons and profit. It always can be depended upon
is open all winter. Passengers for OJo even in the most severe and dangerCaliente can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. ous cases. For sale by all druggists.
and reach Ojo Caliente at 4 p. m., the
same day. For further particulars
CHECK ARTIST BEING
TRIED AT ALBUQUERQUE

(Forest Service Bulletin.)
Arizona has the reputation of being
a dry, hot country, and much of it
justifies this reputation. Those thoroughly acquainted with the territory
know, however, that there aro mountains in Arizona, and on these moun
tains precipitation in the form of both
rain and snow is surprisingly high.
For example, Mt. Graham rises from
the desert in southeastern Arizona to
an altitude of over 10,000 feet and
its steep slopes are heavily timbered
with Douglas fir, western yellow pine,
and Kngelmann spruce.
These timbered mountains are blessings to the people of the territory iu
more ways than one. Streams
in
which the flow Is regulated by the forests run down Into the desert where
every drop of water is used for Irrigation. The forests also supply the
people of the region with material for
building their houses, for fencing, and
with timber.
The timbered portion of Mt. Graham Is in a National Forest.
This
means that the timber can be used,
but cannot be abused. For example,
the government has sold to the Mt.
Graham Lumber company, the timber
on an area which is estimated to
yield Or.0,000 board feet, and the company is now cutting and sawing it
and supplying the agricultural community in the valley of the Gila
river with lumber, and the mines of
the Globe mining district with timbers.
The company's mill is high up on
the mountain side in a little opening
in the dense timber. Here, one and a
half miles above sea level, the logs
are sawed into lumber and a flume
seven and one-hal- f
miles long carries
the sawed lumber down through the
rough canon of Ash Creek to ue base
of the mountain where it can be hauled
direct to the ranches where It is to be
used or loaded on cars and shipped
to the mines. A flume in Arizona
seems out of place, but there is plenty of water on Mt. Graham with which
to operate it, and there always will
be, for the forest officers allow only
carefully selected trees to be cut, and
there will always be a good forest cover on the mountain which will protect the stream flow and supply timber for the future.
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STUDY THE MAP.
The natural point on the new A. T. & S. F. Cut-Of- f
for the distribution of
freight, having the advantage of the easy grades and short route to thy
East and Weit ,and direct communication with all points in the Territory.
Wholesale houses are coming to Willard as soon at the Cut-Ofis open. Surrounded by a fine farming country. The purest water in New Mexteo. The
geographical center of Torrance county and of New Mexico. The water
S. F. short line through New Mexico, Willard is
point on the great A. T.
a growing town. Willard will make a city. Study the map. For information
call or address
FRANK L. WALRATH, REAL ESTATE,..
Willard, New Mexico.
f

OUR

J

OTTO RETSCH,

Proprietor

FALSTAFF BOTTLED BEER.
ANY QUANTITY FROM A PINT UP

Fine Wines, Liquors & Cigars
WEST SIDE OF PLAZA

SANTA

CORRICK CARRIAGE

Naek

3

FE NJH

CO.

Line

120 San Francisco St.
Call up 132 Black for Carriages.
Printiag or Binding

FIRE DESTROYS BRAND
NEW DWELLING HOUSE
Albuoueraue. N. M.. July 14. The
cottage of Mrs. Zsymenski, in this city
which had just been completed and

was readv for occuiiany. was destroy
ed by fire. The blaze originated from
an unknown cause. The woman had
nut her life savings In the house and
she feels her loss keenly. There was
no insurance.
(Homestead Application No. 7548.)
Notice For Publication.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.

July 6, 1908.
Notice is hereby given that Marcos

Analla, of Galisteo, N. M., who, on
June 22nd, 1903, made Homestead Ap
plication No. 7548 (Serial No. 0151,)
for SE1-- NE1-4- , NE1-- SE1-- and Nl-NE1-4- ,
section 11, Township 14 N.,
9
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
Range
filed notice of intention to make final
r
proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before Register or Receiver at Santa Fe, N. M.,
on the 24th day of August, 1908.
Claimant names as witnesses: Juan
Madrll, Juan Ortega, Jose Alire and
Simon Gonzales, all of Galisteo, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
,
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4

2

Albuoueroue.
N. M..' July' 14. The
a
of the charges against J. B.
hearing
Olo Caliente, Taos County. N M Manning, who has been in the county
lall awaitlnar trial for nassing bogus
checks, was begun yesterday before
Justice of the Peace J. B. Mccieiian.
The complalnt&g witness is Mark
of Prescott, Arizona, who al-- ,
ART PICTURES AND FRAMING Johnson
leges that Manning secured ?du irom
We make a specialty, of DEVELOPING, PRINT- him
under false pretenses. The case
Foley's Orino Laxative, the new laxING and ENLARGING. Mall Order Given Prompt is being hard fought and a number of ative, stimulates, but does not irritate.
'
Guaranteed
Attention. Send for Catalogue.
It is the best laxative.
witnesses are testifying.
Sold at The
or your money back.
ROWLAND A DEWEY COMPANY,
V
Ireland's Pharmacy.
Subscribe for the New Mexican.
HI
roadway, Laa Angelas, Calff.

Kodaks and Photo Supplies

Y

Heat prostrates the nerves. In the
summer one needs a tonic to off-sthe customary hot weather Nerve i
and Strengthen depression. You will
feel better within 48 hours after beginning to take such a remedy as Dr.
Shoop's Restorative. Its prompt action
in restoring the weakened nerves is
For anything and everything appertaining to
surprising. Of course, you won't get
the New Mexican Printing Company.
on
pall
entirely strong In a few days, but each
can
the
Improveday you
actually feel
ment. That tired, lifeless,
spiritless
feeling will quickly depart when using the Restorative. Dr. Shoop's Restorative will sharpen a failing appetite;' It aids digestion; It will strengthen the weakened Kidneys and Heart
by simply rebuilding the worn-ou- t
nerves that these organs depend upon. Test it a few days and be convinced. Sold by The Ireland Pharmacy.

five-yea-

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

If

CK

Regulate Flow of Streams and Conserve Every Drop of Rainfall
Instantly
for Irrigation.
train

An unknown tramp was
killed
by a Santa Fe freight
Sunday morning, two miles east of
The man was seen for two
days at San Marcial, but there was
nothing to identify him. An Inquest
determined that he came to his death
through an accident. Burial was made
at Elmondorf.
Gallup had a Fourth of July celebra
tion which was a success in every par
ticular says the McKinley Couaty Republican. The Indians began coming
in on the evening before and by the
morning of the celebration, thore were
several hundred of them camped in
and around Gallup on the hills. The
Indians took a prominent part in the
parade and at the races.
Helen Du Bois,
the
daughter of Fred Du Bois, of Roswell,
who ran away from home several
months ago but was captured, started
out again last week, evidently bent to
leave the paternal roof for good. This
time she left, riding a bicycle, but
when a depuyt sheriff went after her,
he found the broken wheel discarded
at the roadside. Soon after he found
the girl and a lively tussle followed
but the officer finally put the girl in
the buggy and succeeded in pacifying
her on the way to town.
The new school edifice at Carrizozo
is expected to be ready for occupany
by the time school begins.
During the progress of the "baseball
game at Carrizozo on the Fourth of
July, Clay Van Schoyck, catcher and
a good all round player, met with an
accident that will lay him up for sometime. In some manner the base runner either stepped or hit Van
Schoyck's leg in such a way as to
break both bones just above the
ankle.
Most of Nura Visa's citizens attended
a successful 4th of July picnic at the
Bell ranch east of Nara Visa. The dinner and pleasant afternoon were enjoyed under the shade of the trees and
along the stream.
An Amistad
news
Item
says:
"There was another good rain last
Sunday just north and west of this
place. The recent rains have much encouraged the farmers there who are
again plowing and planting.
E. I. Allen handed the Artesla Advocate editor some peaches last week
d
tree that
pulled from a
are as large, fine and pretty as any
one could wish for, in fact good enough
to take prizes at mqst any fair.
Another new well drill outfit has
been received at Stanley and the outfit, which Is a
machine, will
start drilling on the Dunning place.
Specimens of alfalfa from a ranch
near Stanley sowed last spring were
nearly eighteen inches high and ready
for cutting. Another specimen in April
of this year was several inches high
and had a tap root over eight inches
long.
The gold medal contest and musical
recital given last week under the allspices of the W. C. T. U. at Tucumcari,
was one of the most interesting programs ever given In that city, says the
News.
The Odd Fellows and Rebekahs of
Tucumcari held a public Installation,
of officers. Grand Secretary Stevens
of Albuquerque, was present and conducted the Installation ceremonies.
R. N. Bishah, of Nara Visa, has purchased the lease of the Glenrock Hotel at Tucumcari,
and has taken
charge of this popular hostelry.

Santa Ho

.Jrliforlatty

The kind that crows with your library
that
that will fit practically any space
can be moved one unit at a time by one
person without disturbing the books that is
practical, artistic, and the only perfect sectional
roller- bookcase made. Fitted with
bearing doors ; base units furnished with or without
drawers; and all made K a variety of woods and
finishes adapted to any surroundings. Call and
see them or send for. catalog 105 with Interior
views showing arranfifiraeot in notary .parior, etc
non-bindin- g,

New Mexican Printing Company
local agents, Santa Fa. New Mexico.
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On account of thedemandm our clothing department will make another
offer for one week longer commencing MONDAY 22nd and ending
SATURDAY 27th a reduction of
$7-5of every suit made to order
of the great line of LAMM & Co. or
$3.50 on the celebrated line of
HART SCHAFFNER & MARX.
This is $2.50 better than our offer
last week which was only a reduction of $5.00 per suit. You are all
invited to come at once can secure your choice. This is the time
that you can buy a fine suit of clothes for little money. NATHAN
SALMON does the head work and
you wear the clothes.
0

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.?
MONEY TO LOAN
notes, diamonds and Jewelry as low as $10 and rs high as ?200.
Loans are strictly private. Time one month to one year. Rates aro
reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
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at SALMON Store.

NATHAN SALMON.
Phor.e 108

Phone 108.

The largest and the only

store in Sent
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FRESH DAILY

Good to

Everything

Eat

Attorney General James M, Hervey
left last evening on an official visit to
Roosevelt county.
M. O'Xell, a miner from Cerrlllos,
arrived in the city yesterday and
at the Claire.
Arthur J. Griflln and Frank Owen
returned from an outing on the upper Pecos this morning,
Register M. R. Otero of the U. S.
land office has gone to Los Angeles,
California, to spend his eighteen days'
annual vacation with his family.
Jose Rivera and Antonio iMartinez
of Wagon Mound, Mora county, were
hotel
registered at the Norrnandie
yesterday.
They came on nersonal
business.
R. L. Milam, of Willard, arrived In
the city yesterday on business connected with the Woodmen
of the
World lodge. He had a room at the
Norrnandie hotel.
John Bell returned yesterday from
two weeks
Howe, where he spent
camping on the lower Pecos. He reports Ashing fine and made a very
good catch of trout.
Dr. O. J. Westlake, of Silver City,
is in the city attending the meeting
of the Territorial Board of Health,
which is in session here. He is a
guest at the Claire hotel.
Dr. YV. D. Radcliffe, of Belen, member of the Territorial Board of Health,
arrived in the city yesterday to be
present at the meeting of the board,
l ie lias a room at the Claire.
J. M. Anaya and family who spent
last week at Denver taking in the
sights of the Democratic national convention, returned home last night.
They bad a very pleasant trip.
Colonel E. C. Abbott, First Infantry New Mexico National Guard, left
last evening for the south en route to
Loon Springs, Texas, to attend the
military encampment now in progress
at that point.
Mrs. J. II. Herzstein has gone to
I2dgar, Nebraska, in answer to a tele
gram stating that her mother was dangerously ill at that place. She will
be at the bedside of her moluer until she recovers.
Chairman W. S. Hopewell of the
Hoard of Control of the Sixteenth
National Irrigation Congress reached
the city yesterday from Albuquerque.
He came on railroad business and to
consult with Governor Curry on irrigation congress affairs.
Mrs. Samuel O. Fletcher and son
Allen, the latter now in a law office
in New York City, where he holds a
lucrative position, went this morning
for a sojourn on the Pecos National
Forest. The young man is in the city
on his vacation and to visit his parents.
Captain and Mrs. E. P. Bujac of
Carlsbad, reached the city last evening and are guest9 at the Palace. Captain Bujac is an attorney at law and
a
land owner at the pretty
county seat of Eddy county. He is
also a good speaker and a fiery Demowell-to-d-

fn Solitaire Canned Goods

!j

Mid-Seas-

BALLARD'S
SNOW

LINIMENT

Positive Cure For

Rheumatism, Cuts, Old Sores,
Sprains, Wounds, Stiff Joints,
Corns, Bunions and all Ills.

Underwear Beau-tifgarments handsomely
trimmed made of the very
best fabrics.
MUSLIN

Three Sizes 25c, 50c, $1.00

Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
ST. LOUIS, MO.,

and Recommended by

FI8CHER

8TORE.

DRUG.

Mexican and In conversation it was
learned that the plans for a new passenger depot in this city by the road
are under consideration by tue management and that before long some
good news will be announced.
Governor George Curry left for Alaccompanybuquerque last evening,
members of Company F,
ing thirty-siNew Mexico National Guard, of which
company two of his sons are members. This morning he addressed the
First regiment at Albuquerque, which
left on a special train of four tourist
cars, a standard Pullman and a baggage car, via the Eastern Railway of
New Mexico, for Leon Springs, Texas
to attend the bis encampment of the
National Guard and regulars. The
governor addressed over one hundred
fifty enlisted men and seventeen officers of the militia at the station. The
companies from Santa Fe, Silver City,
Las Cruces, Las Vegas and AlbuquerThe
que occupied the special train.
governor Is expetced to return home
this evening.
x

(Continued

Will You Continue to Suffer From
tarrh In the Face of This

Spading Forks, Rakes and Shovels.

Ca-

Testimony?

Alaska Refrigerators and Ice Cream Freezers,
Screen Doors and Windows,

Hammocks, Croquet sets.

AGENTS VICTOR SPORTING GOODS
The

Iost

Complete Line of Hardware in the City.

Sanitary Plumbing our Motto.

Phone.

Annn nAIQ UnA

8

Diamonds, 'Watches Clocks
Deco-

rated

China, Novelties,
Leather and I cat her I
l-en-

Goods.

a mvwvaB www

In The Early

MANUFACTURER
JEWELER

;

k

-

ling found the records kept by District Court Clerk Francis C. Wilson
and other court officials here in good
shape. He especially commented on
the records of Mr. Wilson and to a
New Mexican reporter said that Mr.
Wilson was one of the most competent court clerks in the country.
General Manager James E. Hurley
of the Santa Fe Railway system, general Superintendent H. W. Sharp, of
the western grand division, and Superintendent James M. Kurn, of the New
Mexico division of the Santa Fe system, who were here yesterday afternoon on an Inspection tour, went to
Albuquerque last evening. Colonel R,
E. Twitchell, secretary of the board
of control of the Sixteenth National
Irrigation Congress, was with the
pany. uenerai iviauager riuney canea
at the editorial office of the New
--

or late Summer days there is
nothing so stylish, handsome
and dignified as a Prince Albert
or Cutaway suit artistically
made and elegantly furnished,
such as a tailor who understands
his business can fiit you out
with, If you are not "the glass
of fashion and mould of form"
there is no one that can make
you so like.

Julias Phiralter
Phonographs.

Corner Washington & Palace Area

"The Racket" has on sale the Victor
line $10.00, $22.00, $30.00, $40,00,
$50.00 and $60.00. 20 dozens new rec
ords to pick from. Hear your record
before you buy and save express
charges.
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FILIGREE
JEWELERY
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RIGHT SERVICE

HRlnal Nyrlnge.
Beit Most conven
ient. It cleanse
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H C. VONTZ

WATCHES
Eyes Tested and

Fitted

By

Method,

CUT GLASS, CHINA AND SIVERWARE.
San Franclaco 8treet, Santa Fe, N. M.

For anything and everything appertaining to Printimg or Bindina
Printing Company.

"all on the New Mexican

TELEPHONE

P

PIT Lawn Ten- SHW

g

8
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H
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Co.

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

Spitz

Ballbearing Lawn mowers. Grass Catchers,
Something Mew in Lawn Sprinklers, Garden Hose,
Hose Reefs, Lawn Rakes. Fruit Sprayers.

Field and Garden Seed.

YEARS OF AGONY.

FIFTEEN

LAWN AND GARDEN SUPPLIES

On Page Eight.)
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CALL AfID SEE FOR YOURSELF

S.

Clearing sale of Men's Clothing. Without a question the
greatest clothing opportunity ever offered the men of
this city.
SNAPPY ANDUPTO-DATE- ,

ul

ALL AT COST.

wife of Assistant
"I suffered for fifteen years with caForest Supervisor Thomas R. Stewart,
left yesterday for the ranger's cabin tarrhal troubles so bad that I had to
on the Pecos, after a two weeks' visit leave the sea. I could not lie down at
with her husband here. Mr. Stewart night to sleep, on account of the conI went to
will remain in charge of the forest su- stant catarrhal dropping.
pervisor's office here until Supervisor two different hospitals for treatment,
but without any lasting benefit. I was
McMillan returns from the East.
Dr. Victor F. Miller spent yesterday constantly raising yellow and green
and today In the city and appeared be- phlegm, and the trouble was so unfore the Territorial Board of Health bearable and nauseating that I was
for a license to practice his profes- ashamed to go out In company. I have
sion. He secured it. He is a graduate used only two bottles of Hyomei, and
of the National University of Wash- have been cured b:: the remedy. It has
ington, D. C. The doctor is also In- made full and complete recovery."
terested in mining operations, namely
Capt. WILLNEF.
Telephone No. 40.
in the White Signal Mining company
Hyomei is a dry, healing, antispetic
20 miles air, extracted from
on the edge of the Burros
the Eucalyptus
from Silver City. The company Is groves of Australia. It is a pleasure
working a dozen men and is turning to use Hyomei, because you do not
out some good ore which is shipped take it into the stomach; you simply
to Printing or Binding
to El Paso smelters. The ore runs breathe It in this germ-kllllnair, and
relief is immediate, and complete rewell in gold, copper and silver.
comes in a few days. Hyomei
Special Inspector J. P. Easterling, covery
an inhaler that will
outfit,
including
D.
of Washington,
C, who is in New
Mexico examining the records of'the;last a lifetime, costs $1,00. If it does
federal courts, having finished hisi"01 cure Jour caiar. astnma, Dron-worchltls- coughs or colds,
The Ireland
here, left this morning for Las
win
you
your
money
rnarnmcy
give
VPrfl3 where he will eramlnn t.h fe

Jewelry, SHyci ware.

$2.00 to $10.00

50cts to $5.00

Stan-berr-

Have no Equal.

For anything and everything appertaining
the New Mexican Printing Company.

LADIES Skirts in Vollr.
Panama, Mohair, ete. New
styles and all shades.

quality fabrics,

SHE KNOWS.
y,
Mrs. C. H. Eunyon,
Mo. writes: I have
used Snow Liniment and can't
say enough for it, for Rheumatism and all pains. It is
the most useful medicine to
have in the bouse."

Solitaire Tea and Coffee

call on

Clearing Sale

on

LADIES Fine Waists beautifully trimmed. Exceptionally well made of the best

Mrs. Stewart,

Southeast Corner Plaza, 8anta Fe.

Co.

able merchandise offers bargain opportunities that
you have been waiting for.
Our aim is to reduce the stock on hand ardweare
giving profits no consideration. Come in early. It
means money in your pocket and don't
forget the date
1st
to Wednesday July 15th.
Wednesday July

wife will always
.supplied
keep wflfh

Sold

Bros

Commencing Wednesday, July 1st we inaugurate our
Mid Season Clearing Sale. This
wonderful sale of desir

So A careful

A

14, 1908.

INCORPORATED 1903.

Sekman

crat.

Winter Cf occry

1856.

PERSONAL MENTIONS

Wfi STDHE.

AJWTffER

Win.

TUE8DAY, JULY
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vour wants to us. We call for and deliver prescriptions. Anything ordered by
'Phone will be selected with same care as though you call in person.

Deliveries made promptly, no extra charge.

ZO'OK'S PHARMACY

toe,

TUESDAY, JULY

14, 1908.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.
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The having
Habit

storms

tonight

ANDWHAT IS THE USE OF ALLTHIS?
Why it just means making a man of you.
Making you free to do as you wish.
Making you and your family happy and contented.

OPEN AN ACCOUNT WITH US NOW.
TRUST COMPANY

pays 4 percent interest on Time and SAVING S ACCOUNTS.

LIVERY STABLE

or

The weekly weather bulletin or the
local U. S. Weather Bureau Is published by the New Mexican today on
pnse seven.
The balance of the official proceedings of the recent meeting of the
board of county commissioners appears on page six of today's Issue.
There will be a regular meeting of
the Royal Highlanders this evening
at 8 o'clock sharp In Odd Fellows hall,
on lower San Francisco street. All
members are requested to be present.
It the weather is fair the garden
party this evening at the home of Mrs.
W. B. Sloan on Hillside avenue, will
be one of the pleasantest events of
the season. Should the weather be unpleasant for an outdoor entertainment
the affair will be held in the basement
of the Methodist church. Ice cream
and cake, 15c.
Thunder was heard from 11 a. m.,
until into the night yesterday. A brisk
shower began at C:45 p. m., and ended at 9 p. m., and 0.30 of an inch of
rain fell. The maximum temperature
yesterday was 78 degrees at. 1:10 p. m.
and the minimum temperature was 53
degrees at 4 a. m. The relative humidity average for the day was (i2 per
cent. The lowest temperature during
last night was 50 degrees and the temperature at fi a. m., today was f0 degrees.
The following visitors to the rooms
of the New Mexico Historical Society
have registered since Friday: A.
of Knoxville, Iowa; C. A. MitM.
D of Blythesdale, Missouri;
chell,
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Gordon, of Socorro; Mrs. F. Neuman and Miss G.
Neumann, of Berlin; James F. Brown,
of Albuquerque; Ro'and A. Felt, of
Perry, Oklahoma; Dr. John F. Boers,
of Eagle Grove, Iowa; G. H. Tress, of
Columbus, Ohio; A. Sturm, of Lang-don- ,
North Dakota; Dr. A. E. Brassier, of Santay, Ohio; Edward Moore,
M. D
Herbert Moore and Elizabeth
J. Moore, of Bloomfleld, Missouri; C.
W. Bennett, of Wichita, Kansas ; J. S.
Green and wife, of San Francisco,
California; A. E. Green, of Socorro;
Myron R. Luginbihl and Harley R.
Luginbihl, of Bluffton, Ohio; Herman
Smith of Princeton, New Jersey; A.
G. Whittier, of St. Louis, Missouri;
C, F. Kanen, of Roswell; Mellie
Dora Duran and Frances Duran,
of Denver, Colorado; W. Glader, of
Chicago, Illinois; J. W. Tinder, of Ros-weJohn W. Steck, of Winchester,
Virginia; T. K. Wood, M. D., of Mun-cey- ,
Pennsylvania; John C. Baxter,
M. D of Wagon Mound; J. W. Pollard, of Hudson; N. M. Knight, of
Pennsylvania; H. J.
Philadelphia,
Stamy, of Leavenworth, Kansas; D.
W. White, M. D., of Carbondale, Pennsylvania; Anita Janes, of Baltimore,
Maryland; Mrs. French V. Gary and
Dr. Crench C. Cary, of El Paso, Texas;
F. W. Drake, of Rochester, New York;
A. B. McGaffey, R. W. Johnson and
Herbert McGaffey, of Albuquerque.
Wel-sche-

FINE RIGS. RELIABLE HORSES, SINGLE
BUGGIES. SURRIES. HACK5.

CALL UP 'PHONE

NO. 9

When in Need of Anything in the Livery
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right.

Line.

1

CHAS. CLOSSON.
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YOU

HIT THE RIGHT FEED

Del-gad-

wheu you strike this establishment.
We handle nothing but
FIRST-CLAS-

S

FLOUR

AND FEED

Those who have dealt with us don't
have to be told how excellent our spe
ctaltlea are:
And those who don't
know out flour and feed are losing
something every day they remain unacquainted. If you are one of these
you should give us a trial order at
once.
Sole Agency For
INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD

LEO HERSCH

Wholesale and Retail Dealers In
FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN, POTATOES, SALT AND SEEDS.
The Only Exclusive Grain House In Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Just, received a handsome line of Mission Furniture in sets
and single pieces; also Brass and Iron Beds of Latest Pattern.

AND

UNDERTAKING

A SPECIALTY.
San Francisco St 'Phone 10
'Phone No 1
Night Call
306--

8

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS CO.

During theAlonth of July

f

he entire line of spring and summer goods
of every and all descriptions will be sold at
one half of its regular value.
Please Give us a Call and Convince Yourself.

Probably every one that every looked at a range
was told that it was a "Fuel Saver." Why so. because
dealers realize that, FUEL ECONOMY IS THE MOST
Attractive feature In a range to any thoughful buyer-Mosof this economy talk Is just talk, without rea
son but we can show you why the MONARCH will cut
down your fuel bills. Ordinary cast iron and steel
ranges Waste Fuel because bolts work loose, joints
loosen, putty fallsout and air leaks occur all over it,
TrE rOJIARCH ALLEABLE IAjVGES

t

MISS. A. MUGLER
Southeast Corner Plaza,

Are built so they do not and never can have
leaks, 'or around every opening into the body of
range there is a Malleable Iron frame to which
STEEL IS RIVITED No putty used or needed
they stay air tight.

SALMON GRAYS

STILL CHAMPIONS
Local Club Has Played Fourteen and
Lost But Three Games This Season

Percentage

Entering and Leaving Santa Fe Com
piled According to Schedule
of Tralna Now In Effect. ,

To make room for our new fall stock we
must sweep clean our shelves of our
entire stock of ladies and chi d rens
summer underwear
LADIES VESTS 15 cents value now 5 cents
and all others at corresponding low prices,

and

POLISHED TOP, does away with blacking.
DUPLEX DRAFT, causes perfect combustion.
FULL ASBESTOS LINING, causes perfect baking.
OVEN THERMOMETER, easy to know your heat.
TRIPLE WALLS, PLANISHED STEEL, never soiled.
HEAVY VENTILATED, FIRE BOX LINING, great durability.
PIN EXTENSION WATER FRONT, large boiler capacity,
SMOOTH, DURABLE NICKLE, easily cleaned.

Manager Dan Padilla of the Barelas
Grays, of Albuquerque, is reported to
lie claiming the base ball championship of New Mexico. Edward Ehle,
manager of the Salmon Grays says
that he Barelas manager has another
guess coming as that team has not
defeated the strong Dawson team
yet and of the games played with the
Salmon Grays, out of five they have
won but two.
Before they can claim the championship they must defeat the coal
miners of Dawson and before they
can claim superiority over the Salmon Grays, they must win two more
games from them.
The strong Salmon Grays have played fourteen games this season and of
that number have lost only three. The
standing per cent of the team Is now
I

We have

the largest exhibit ever shown in the City and
CAN

SAVE YOU MONEY.

till

S43.

$100 Reward. $100.

a constitutional treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease,
The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there Is at least
has
one dread disease that science
been able to cure n all its stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
is the only positive cure now known to
the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease, requires
and giving the patient
strength by
building up the constitution and assisting nature In doing its work. The
proprietors have so much faith In Its
curative powers that they offer One
Hundred Dollars for any case that It
falls to cure. Send for list of testimonials.
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO.,

.Q'j

I

1118

1

YOU CHEAT YOURSELF if
you do not see the MONARCH
COME AND S
fore you buy.
EE.
Phone No. 83. Mail Orders Solicited.

To-led-

O.

Sold by all Druggist3, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

a

i

tvf

be

Q

Engraved cards da vlste and wedding Invitations a specialty at the New
Mexican printing office.
Any one
do well
will
such
of
in
need
standing
to call at this office and examine samples, style of work and prices

For Pure Cream and

tyilk
Red
Telephone
We Comply with the
Pure Food Laws.

THE IRELAND PHARMACY

No. 148

PHONE
SO 41.

H.S.

KAUNE

PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS

Ilf iA6A
i
t3

r

Destroys all Germs, protects

from Contagious of every kind.
PRICES 25c and 45c.

SCO.

u

NIGHT CALLS ANSWERED.

SANTA FE CENTRAL.
No 1. Southbound leaves
12:50 p. m.
No. 2.Northbound arrives
6:25 p. m.

air
the
the

THE STAY SATISFACTORY RANGE

845.

MRS, HETSCH

On Page Eight.)

Santa Fe
Santa cF

DENVER A RIO GRANDE.
Santa
Eastbound ' leavs
Fe 10:45 a. m.
No. 425 Westbound arrives Santa
Fe 4:15 p. m.
ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA GE
Lamy Branch.
Arrive at Santa Fe Station.
11:10 a. w.
No. 721
6:50 p. m.
No. 723
10:55 p. m.
No. 725
Depart From Santa Fe Station.
8:25 a. m.
No. 720
".
4:20 p. m.
No. 722
No. 724
7:40 p. m
No. 720 connects with Nos. 10 an
, east and No. 3, limited, west, at
Lamy.
No. 722 connects with No. 1, west,
at Lamy.
No. 7 carries El Paso sleeper.
No. 724 ponnects with Nos. 7 and 9.
westbound, and Nos. 4 and 8
No. 426

...

For anything and everything appertaining to Printing or Binding
Printing Company.

BlackberriBs

call on the New Meiican

for

Preserving
are now the
lowest

THE WEST FOR THE WEST,

I

The Colorado

Rational Life Assurance
Denver Colorado.

Company

I if p. aInctifAnrft
THav PiAtiP.pr
vr
avaawa wii
v a at M a M a vv Cn..
a

of the

V

of the Southwest

A. M, BERGERE,
Catron Hock,

Manager for New Mexico,
Santa Fo,

N. M.

east-boun-

Main Line Via Lar.iy.
No. 7 will stop at all stations. Lamy
to Albuquerque to discharge passengers from Santa Fe.
No. 721 leaves Lamy at 10:10 a. m
and will not wait for No. 2 from the
west at Lanij', waiting only for No. 10
from the south, and No. 3 from the
east.

Typewriters.

JULIUS H. QERDES.

Millinery

TIME TABLEALL LINES.

Company,
EMBALMING

l;

(Continued

WAGNER

rnrnitare

ange Reason

Summer

Such as Flowers, Veils.
Baby Bonnetr, Chip and
other Summer Braid Mats,
all will no wbe sold down

New
and

I)cal showers

in

in price.

grow into a good large sum.
The oportunity may come, when a few hundred dollars
might change your whole financial condition; Might mean
buying an interest in some growing business; Might give
you a chance to grasp your next opportunity.

AND

forecast for

Biff Drive

Wednesday.

day-the- re

BANK

Weather
Mexico:

thunder

If you are thrifty, you have some of your money leftover.
The extra money is the foundation for future riches, if you
will only persistently save it. What if it does only amount
to a few dimes or nickels a
are going to be a great
many days in your life: and theso dimes and nickels will

THE UNITED STATES

X
X

CITY TOPICS

Call at "The Racket" and see the
new Royal Typewriter. Racket prices
prevail, $65.00. None better at any
price. All latest Improvements.
Cents Is the Price of
Peace.
The terrible itching' and smarting
Incident to certain skin diseases, is
almost instantly allayed by applying
Chamberlain's Salve. Price, 25 cents.
For sale by all druggists.
Twenty-Fiv-

Give us your

or-d- er

for a crate
or more
Also have all
kinds of other

The Valley Ranch.
The most beautiful location on the most beautiful
river (The Peccs) in New Mexico. Weather warm, dry and
delightful. Can accommodate a limited number of guests.

Out of Doors Life

e

Subscribe for the Dally New Mexi
can and get the newt.

For anything and everything appertaining to Printing or Binding
call 01 the New Meiican Printing Company.

U.K1E8C0.
'PHONE 28.

Horse back riding and driving, hunting, and camping.
big ranch in full operation.

FISHING SEASON OPENS MAY
Address The Valley Ranch,

VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

A

15.

naUii1.''

A
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

I'
it

Santa Fe Central

fi

I

I

lii

Ti'if

riMrfiim

mlMHi

ii.ai

flnnm

TUESDAY, JULY

School district No, 17
School district No. 18
School district No. 19
School district No. 20
Palace.
School
district No. 21
CMmenC.
W
W
Rvnns
r'horlpo
'
'
nn
"uu "j ..J xt
Reece and wife, St. Louis; Capteln
; School district No. 23
and Mrs. E. P. Bujac, Carlsbad; R. O. )
go. 24
Shortle and wife, Albuquerque; Mrs. ScJjJ
John O. Johnes, Racine, Wisconsin;
School district No. 26 . . .
H. L. Benhani, Denver;
George D.
School district No. 27 . . .
,
Stateson, Kansns City; James Gruns-feldSchool
district No. 28 . . .
St.
Albuquerque; W. L. Burton,
Scholo
district No. 29 . . .
Louis; D. J. Herron, Las Vogas; A.
School
district No. 30 . . .
B. iMcGnffey and son, Albuquerque; J.
City
T. Rlggs and wife, Chicago; F. W.
Drake and R. W. Johnson, i ennsco. For general city purposes, city of Santa Fe . .
Claire.
iFor
city
interest, on
W. S. Hopewell, Albuquerque; O. J,
bonds
VVestlake, Silver City; W. D. RadFor support and maincliffe, Belen; W. L. Somther and T. J.
of
tenance
city
Webb, Texico; Thomas D. Bugg, Melschools for scholastic
rose; Raymond Satterwhite, Phoenix,
year commencing SepArizona; W. N. Parvis, Balto, Michitember 1, 1908
gan; J. H. Herman, Wichita, Kansas; For
payment of Interest
F. H. Clark, Denver; Dr. M. D. Oibbs,
on
city school buildFarmlngton; A. W. Winch, Bane, Wis
bonds
ing
M.
O'Neil, Cerrillos; William
consin;
Interest and prinFor
Weathrsber, Cincinnati; J. A. Miller,
of 1906 school
cipal
Albuquerque.
bonds of school district
Normandie,
1
and 16 on
No.
J. L. Pratt, Denver, Colorado; R. L.
each dollar of valuaLee
Milam, Willard,
Parsons, Laplata,
tion on all property sit
Missouri; H. J. Bootly,
Clenega;
uated In precincts Nos
Jose Rivera and Antonio Martinez,
1 and 22
Wagon Mound.
interest and princi
For
Coronado.
school
pal of 190C
L. C. Walker, Hartford, Michigan;
school
district
bonds,
W. Beck, Carthage, Indiana; C. L.
No. 3 on each dollar
Beck, Marlon, Indiana; A. M. Beck,
of valuation on all proPouland, Indiana; W. R. Black, Blaine,
perty situated in preIndinna; C. G. Beck, Portland, Indi3 and 18
cincts
D.
C.
Lowe, Albuquergue.
ana;
and

way Company

-

cl

'

!

1

fc

J'10

Effective Thursday, April

North Bound

South Round

H

No1
12 BO
1 66
2 64
8 27
8 61
4 14
6 15

p

p

Stations

21
41

p
p 62
p 01
p 68

p 68
50 p 80
7 85 p 116

i

MlleNo2

Santa Fe ..Ait
I,ve...
" .... Kennedy.., '
"
"
Stanley...,
"

0

30, 1908.

Moila ty..
MulntoHh..

"

Ratancla

r ...Wllllard...

n

"

Arr.. Torrance. ...Lve

116 7
93 9
74 9
63 3
65 1
47 2
47 2
36 7

6 25

p

6.18 p

10
27
02
88
1 88
1 03
0 11 16
4
8
8
2

p
p
p
p
p
p

a

Freight, pas enger and steamship
business.
Pullman berths secured by wire.
At Santa Fe, with
Connections:
Denver & Rio Grande Railroad, and
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Raila
way. At Kennedy, with Atchison,
TorAt
& Santa Fe Railway.
rance with El Paso & Southwestern

........

To-pek-

System.

J. P. LYNG,
Agent.
and
Passenger
City Freight

SI,

Lis

M II. Ml Ml! tt
&

a

PASSENGER

For interest

SCHEDULE

(Continued

From Monday's

.00300
.00300
.00300
.00300
.00300
.00300
.00300
.00300
.00800
.00300
.00300
,00300
.00300
.00300

Issue.)

FRATERNAL

SOCIETIES

Montezuma Lodge No
F. & A. M. Reg-ula- r
communication
first Monday of each
month at Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p. m.

1, A.

N. L. KING,

mills
Worthy Master.
mtHf ALAN R. M'CORD, Secretary.

Santi Fe Chapter

situated

precincts

Noo.

4

For Interest and

No.

1

R. A. M.

Regular convocation second Monday
of each month at Ma
sonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
S. SPITZ. H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.

W5f

.00850 mills

Santa Fe Comraandary
No. 1, K. T. Regular1
conclave
fourth Mon00250 mills
day In each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
JOHN H. WALKER, E. C.
H. F. SEPIIENS, Recorder.
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Mn
00200 mills 0n the third
Monday of each month
jat 7:30 o'clock in the evening In
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons arecoi
dlally Invited to attend.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, 32,
Venerable Master.
00050 mills
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 14,

princi-

property

14, 1908.

MASONIC.

mills

.00250 mill

Secretary
B.

P. O. E.

aatnaaaantMa

Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.
holds its regular session on the sec00050 mills ond and fourth Wednesdays of each
month. Visiting brothers are invited
'
and welcome.
T. P. GABLE,
Exalted Ruler
J. D. SENA,

in
and

17

The assessor was ordered to enter
the following levies on the tax rolls
for 1908:
Thereupon the following levies were
made by the Board of County Commis

mills
mills
mills
mills
mills
mills
mills
mills
mills
mills
mills

.010

school
pal of 1906
bonds, school district
No. 4, on each dollar
of
valuation on all

REGULAR MEETING BOARD OF
COMMISSIONERS OF SANTA FE
COUNTY, NEW MEXICO.
Santa Fe, N. M July 6, 1898.

.t..

,jit,

.

JJL.t

i

J, I

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

Rail-

in

princi-

1906
school
pal of
bonds, district No. 7
on each dollar of valuation on all property
Secretary.
situated In precincts
No3C
Auto
2
mills
.00050
No.
7
19
sioners:
and
Nos
Monday
Car
Miles
Auto
No. SI
STATIONS
Wednesday
The territorial auditor having certi For Interest on school
Car
Dally
.Dally
The board fixed the valuation of the
Monday
from
Hun.
Ks.
Friday
Wad.
Dally
Daily
fied to this board that he has levied a
district Nos. 7
G6ld Bullion company, at $16,000.00.
bonds,
Raton
Ex.
8un.
friday.
8 16 u. in
16 p. m
tax of thirteen mills upon the dollar
and 27 on each dollar
.Arrival 12
The assessment of Nestor Lopez Pt.
N. M
6 05 p. id.
0
11 57 a. m
4 OOp. m.
Leaves.... .... -,- jiJKToN fcoUSB
1 00 a. m
ter
of
of
the
on
taxable
all
the
all
valuation
of
proproperty
7
5
40
V
11
the board fixed the valuation at
m
4
n
23
p.
a.
22,
m.
m
I A a.
p.
.. .. 8 PRBSTON
6 20 p, m
13
11 00 a. m.
4 43 p. m.
In accordance with section 27,
in preI 60 a. m
situated
ritory,
J 0 NCTION .
perty
$200.
HLBR,
KOK
""!".'.!!.'!'.'.'",!.'
10
6
m
20
10
6
11
00 p.m.
p.
a. m.
8 20a.m
KOK&LER.
00300 mills
4 05 d. m
cincts 7 and 19
23
chapter 89, of the laws of 1907, it Is
5 10
Victor Ortega was reduced by the
t 10 25 a. m.
p.m.
4 05 p. m.
60
af.:x
m.
a.
....TKRMKJO..
tax
iu
u
such
B10 a. m
board
ordered
that
and
the
For
interest
33
p.m.
by
princi
on merchandise from $500 to
board
45
3
m.
Lv...J
5 65 p m .
9 63 a. m.
p.
g 10 a. m
.CBRR0S08O.
be and the same hereby is levied and
school
1 lft p. m
41
pal of 1906
6 15 p. m.
1
$300.
Lt.
a. m
8
85
m.
a.
I 53
2 40 p. m
I
6 55 p. m
Ar
6 30 p. m.
.CIMARRON..
the same ordered extended on the tax
47
in 20 a. m
bonds, school district
The return of George M. Klnsell was
1 40
f
Lv
US 10 P- m
p. m
a. m
Lt.
II 80 a. m. 7 00
PARE..
,UTB
list the same as other taexs, with
No. 12, on each dollar
60
Ar
46
20 p. m. H7
allowed to remain as returned by
a. m
and upon all taxable property in the
of valuation on all prohim.
No. 20
In pre- of Santa Fe.
,
situated
county
perty
Miles
No. 21
Tueaday
Mrs. Candelaria M. de Gallegos was
STATIONS
from
00100 mills
Thunday
cinct No. 12
Tuesday
The territorial auanor having certireduced
Dei
Saturday
by the board from $900 to
Thunday
The board resolved Itself into a
fied to this board that he has levied
Moluei
Saturday
$600.
10 00 a. m.
.Arrive
a tax of three mills on the dollar up- board of equalization.
DRS MOINRS, N. M
i ""' .
0
925 a. m.
......
11 00 a. m
The board sustained their action in
CAPOLIN VBQAS
In the matter of the assessment of
11
845 a. m.
on
11 40a. m
all taxable property within this
matter of the D. & R. G. R. R.
the
VIGIL
80
8
m.
22
a.
12 25 p. m
Thompson
county in accordance with section 25, the board against Jose Dolores Nieto, Co.
25
805 a. m.
...
;;;;;;";;
12 40 p. m
hav7 30 a. m.
81
1 15
p. m
chapter 97, of the laws of 1907, it is on 200 head of sheep; Mr. Nieto
In the matter of the assessment of
42
7a0 a. m.
1 50 p. m
ordered
by the board that such tax ing shown to the board that he had C. W.
42
100
a.m.
2 00p. m
Dudrow, the board made the
49
2 20 p. m
be and the same hereby Is levied and sold the said sheep; the board orderfollowing
changes; on timber land 160
200
be
stricken
head
the same ordered extended on the tax ed that the said
.
mi. ,rrlvln In Dawion, N. M at 6 :10 p. m.
u
acres from $5.00 to $3.50 an acre;
t
ul
board
The
his
reduced
return.
from
a
.
H
n. i
list the same as other taxes, the same
1
Connecti with El Paio A Southwestern Ry . train 125, leaving Dawson.
saw mill reduced from $800 to $400;
when collected to be turned into the the assessment of Candelario Nieto house
tae for Van Houten, N.M.,meeti trains at Preatou.N.M.
reduced from $1,200 to $1,100.
W
45
100
to
S
from
"d
A
P.
E.
sheep.
?lT?SiS:
county treasury, to the credit of the
Ry. atDes Moines, and
w.tbC.AS
The
assessment against J. H. Ger-dea
u.
IT&CS. juuuetuuu wwu n. jt.
The United States Bank and Trust
general school fund.
was
changed from $4,000.00 to
Vl
The territorial auditor having certi- company were allowed to amend their
cafmVaSN NM "is
In N. M, Coate
E.lzaboth
ment of Mary E. Dissett, $150.
depot for following stations
Cetro,
to
fied
M
50c
on
In
to
.:
secboard
a request under
stock
this
the $1.00.
return
Ute Park, N.M., Is depot or to lowing station In N
Tt Twfn tnS Valdez'
The board reduced the taxes against
tion 9, chapter 55 of the laws of 1903,
The board sustained the assessor in
own, lodo, uuesta, ttancnoB ue iau, n.3u
w . nnBuiN
W. P; Bacher and A. Tweed, $860.00.
1 VAN HODTEN.
to cause a levy of six mills upon each the matter of the assessment against
Gen. Passenger Agt,
J. DEDMAN,
The board' reduced the assessment
Vice Pres. and'Gen. Igr.
N. M dollar of the assessed value of aU Marcelino Garcia.
RATON,
Superintendent
M.
Carl A. Bishop, from $800 to
RATON ,U
against
The action of the assessor was sus
sheep assessed in this county, such
$700 on his house on Palace avenue.
is
to
and
of
matter
be tained in the
ordered
levy
hereby made
Reyes
In the matter of A. Staab, the
extended upon the tax roll.
board
reduced on house and lot $500.
I
.
.
Pursuant to section 12, chapter 89,
The action of tne assessor was susThe
board deducted from the assess- of the laws of 1907, a special tax is tained in the matter of
Quentin Mo-- $::,70o.oo.
hereby levied of three and one-hal- f
nler, Pt. 4.
The board reduced the assessment of
mills upon each dollar of the apprats- The action of the board, was sus- the
Capital City Coal Yards from
ed value of all cattle within the said tained In the matter of
'
Adolph Sellg-ma- $1,000 to $700.
of
conSanta Fe, the same to
county
I .AIA..A- - A1
' .
ii
In the matter of James M. Lucas
n.iil Tindemnity
"iuw me bailie
iuna ana
In the matter of the Santa Fe Gold
SUMMER TOURI8T RATE8.
from
I
extended upon the tax rol,s as and
precinct No. 11, the board reCopper Mining company the board duced his tax on
To Kansas City, St Louis, Chicago
stamp mill and sur'
sustained Its previous action.
and other eastern points and return
face improvements from $500 to $300.
herfib Q
In the matter of Hipollto Rolbal, the
June 1st to September 30th 1908. To lowJ
In the matter of J. E. Lacome, the
Jevles be and the gam- hereb board fixed his return at 200 head of
11:10 A. Afl.
Kansas City and return $41.55; to 8t are made for the
J
board sustained their previous action.
cattle.
Louis and return 144.85; to Chicago nerelnbeIow
In the matter of Mrs. Ella O. Wood
specified, upon each dol-aIn the matter of the American Tur the board reduced her assessment from
On
return
June
sale
$50.35.
El
daily
in
Be
of
taxable
iar
within
this
property
1st to September 30th Inclusive. Final '
quoise company, the return was al- $1,200 to $1,000 on real estate In pt. 18.
county
limit October 31st
In the matter of Mrs. Arthur Selig-maPor ge'neral county fum, 00500 mla lowed to remain as originally return
ed by the agent of the company,
the board reduced her residence
SUMMER TOURIST RATES
For court fund
00500 mills
assessment
board
the
The
from
changed
$1,000 to $800,
house
court
For
and
To Denver, Colorado Springe and
jail
I
Barela on cattle, and
In
matter of Seligman Bros. Co.
the
against
fund
Enrique
00200
Colorado.
mills
repair
Pueblo,
The Trip to El Paso is a quick pleasant joujney via
mercnandise
For road purposes
To Denver and return $21.10.
00150 mills assessed the same against Hipollto the board .reduced on
Roibal.
from $5,000 to $4,500.
To Colorado Springs and return For interest on bonds of
the 8. P. C. and E. P. & S. W. The Golden State
In the matter of the assessment
In the matter of Arthur Seligman
00200 mills
$18.15.
r
Service so
Limited has now resumed
For sinking fund to pay
To Pueblo and return $16.85.
against N. B. Latighlln, the board re- the board reduced his real estate from
duced on real estate "Normandie ho $1,700 to $1,500.
On sale daily June 1st to Septem--I
take advantage of this splendid train the first time
principal and interest
tel" from $4,500.00 to $3,500.00,
In the matter of the assessment of
on
1882
bonds
30th.
return
of
Final
October
ber
limit
and
you have occassion to go El Paso.
31st. Stop overs at and north of
00200 mills
In the matter of Leo Hersch, the N. Salmon, the board made the followjudgments thereon
Pueblo in both directions.
For judgment fund for
board reduced on his residence from ing changes, reduced on real estate
V. R- - STILES,
In
Seaside excursions to Los Angeles,
from $11,000 to $9,000, and on mercase
No.
Judgment
$1,200, to $1,000.00.
General Passenger Agent.
4744
San Diego, San Francisco, Cal., also
00030 mills
The board reduced F. M. Jones, on chandise from $5,000 to $4,000, on
El Paso, Texas,
other points on the coast
It is further ordered that upon spec- real estate from $840 to $715.00.
piano from $100 to $25.
t.h
To Los Angeles or San Diego and ial classes of nrnnprtv
fnUnurlntr
The board adjourned subject to the
In
..
.
of
matter
the
Continental
Oil
the
.'n
return $41.90.
special levies be and the same hereby company, the board reduced assess call of the chair.
To San Francisco, Calif., and return are made,
ment against 2 oil tanks from $1,000
I
$50.
For wild animal bounty fund on to $500 each, on barrels further reDelay in commencing treatment for
Tickets on sale each Tuesday, each dollar of valuation, on all horses, duction of $200.
a slight irregularity that could have
In the matter of the assessment of been cured quickly by Foley's Kidney
Thursday and Saturdays until Septem- - burros, mules, bovine cattle, sheep
d
ber inclusive. Final return limit
goats in this county, .00400 mills, the Rio Grande Livestock company, Remedy may result in a serious kidvember 30th, 1908.
Liberal stop. It having been certified by the
the board sustained their previous ac ney disease. Foley's Kidney Remefor side rides to Grand Canyon spective boards of school directors of tion.
Book-cuee
dy builds up the worn out tissues and
Perfect Fitting "Elastic"
Petrified forests, also at pleasure at the school districts hereinbelow nam'
In
matter
the
of
the
assessment
of
strengthens these organs. Commence
which
successfully
are the only ones
and west of Barstow, California.
ed that they have levied a tax of three Justlniano Leyba, the board reduced taking it today. Sold at The Ireland's
of
conditions
the
to
themselves
adapt
mills on the dollar on the taxable pro- his assessment as he returped it, hav- Pharmacy.
RATES TO ST. PAUL.
the modern home.
c
Arable
Order Nobles of Myi-ti- perty of their irrespective school dis- ing reduced $150 on real estate, and
Ancient
There may be certain limitations as to room,
tricts, It Is ordered that such levy of $150 on merchandise.
Meet In 8t. Paul,
8hrine
Subscribe for the New Mexican.
mills be extended on the tax
but whatever space is available can be utilized
three
1908.
13,
July
rolls on all property situated within
nd beautified by an artistic arrangement of these cases, the only
From Santa Fe to St. Paul and re
25
school districts,
book-cas- e
inch
'2
34
and
said
in
two
made
sectional
of
lengths,
kind
turn $52.95. On sale dally June 1st
i
.00300 mills
lengths', and in three distinct types Colonial, Standard and Ideal.
flDftl r6tUrn
2
Umit,Schooi
.00300 mills
district
Na
n
Our catalogue illustrates in colors eight different finishes of quar
1908.
.00300 mills
O.H.DONAKT
tered oak and mahogany.
.00300 mills
8
4 .
TO
.00300 mills
We will call and measure any space
I School district No.
The Mining Camp of Colorado, Utah and Nevada; to Denver
.00300 mills,
in your house and give you the exact
(School district No. 5 .
.00300 mills
"Health Coffee" is really the closest School district No. 6 ,
Colorado Springs acid Pueblo is Via the
cost in any finish you may select.
.00300 mills
Coffee Imitation, ever yet produced. School district No. 7 .
.00300 mills
This clever Coffee Substitute was re-- , School district No. 8 .
New Mexican Printing Com
Dr. Shoop of Ra--, School district No. 9 .
.00300 mills
by
produced
cently
Local
Agents, Santa,
piny,
10
.00300 mills
a
of
No.
Wis.
School
Not
district
Coffee
real
cine,
grain
Fe, N. M.
Through the fertile San Luis valley, Also to the San
.00300 mills
in lt either. Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee School district No. 11
Juan country of Colorado.
.00300 mills
is made from pure toasted grains, with School district No. 12
For information as to rates, train service, descriptive
.00300 mills
malt, nuts, etc. Really It would fool School district No. 13
.00300 mills
an expert who might drink it for cof- -' School district No. 14
literature, etc., call on or address
.00300 mills
P. H. MelRIDI, Agent
8. K. HOOPIR, Q. P. A T. A.
fee. No. 20 or 30 minutes tedious boil- - School district No. 14
.00300 mills
tonvtr, Colo.
tjaata Fe, N. M.
ing. "Made in a minute," says the' School district No. 15
.00300 mills
Co. School district No. 16
doctor. Sold by Cartwright-Davt- s

In Effect September 1, 1907.
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Going

to EI Paso?

gtmirsioiis

-

m

TAKE THE GOLDEN STATE LIMITED

at
Paso at 5:30 P.M.

At Torrance

va09

n

Mid-winte-

.

1

to-wi- t:

No-'an-
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Deliver & Rio Grande Railway

1
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TUESDAY, JULY.

f:

14, 1908.

ME T

KJSR9, W

The C3
Belen Town and
Impirovement

and points East to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso
and Old Mexico.
1,000 business and residence lots, also 25x145 feet

laid

streets, with alleys 20 feet
wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old
70-fo- ot

ALL FAST

el.

We need a

first-clas-

s

ss

hotel.
Our prices of lots are

WM. M. BERGER,

low

and terms on easy payments;

title perfect; warranty deeds.
cash.

Two-thir-

ds

One-thir-

purchase money,
may remain on note, with mortgage as

security, for one year, with

d

per cent interest thereon.
Apply at once f..r map and prices if you wish to secure
the choicest lots.

JOHN BECKEK, President.

in the near future cannot be estimated.

AND

MAIL

bakery, tailor shop, shoe house,
jeweler, plumbing shop, planing mill, coal and wood yard,
modern
drag store, harness shop, etc.; also a first-cla-

miu T0WISITE

point

for wood, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central New
Mexico. Its importance as a great commercial railroad city

EXPRESS,

EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
The lots offered are in the center of the city, well graded
(many of thorn improved by cultivation) ; no sand or grav-

are ovners of the

Boiler Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery; three
hotels, Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people;

LIMITED

FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,

Company

shade trees; public school house, costing $16,000; churches; large mercantile establishments; the Belen Patent

several restaurants, etc. Belen is the largest shipping

TO

Fiitdfc Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.
of Santa Fe R'y
ay Located on Helen Cut-of- f

--

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the
junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe System leading East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston

out with broad 80 and
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Secretary.

8

Tfoe Belen Town aad Improvement Company
tions have been threatening at times;
WEEKLY WEATHER BULLETIN the maximum
temperature was 99 degrees on the 10th and the minimum
For the Week Ending Monday, July was 57 on the 7th.
Rio Arriba Co. Dulce, F. E.James:
13, 1908.
Santa Fe, New Mexico, Tuesday, A shower of 0.04 inch occurred on the
7th; the maximum temperature was
July 14, 1908.
The week was marked by. frequent 96 degrees on the 9th and the' minithunderstorms and a moderate mean mum was 38 on the 7th. Espanola,
Frank D. McBride: On the 9th 0.28
temperature.
.i The temperature was rather high inch of rain fell; the maximum temduring the forenoons and middays, but perature was 94 degrees on the 6th
the afternoons and evenings were and the minimum was 53 on the 11th.
Roosevelt Co. Melrose, Dr. F. A.
cooled
thunderstorms, which
by
The rainfall amounted to a
White:
mean
for
the
the
temperature
brought
week to a point slightly below the trace; the maximum temperature was
92 degrees on the 10th and the mininormal.
The precipitation for the Territory mum was 58 on the 7th.
San Juan Co. Bloomfleld, Fred
was considerably less than is customThe weather was partly cloudy
of
in
all
of
occurred
form
it
the
ary;
thunder showers, which were light, thruout the week, but the rainfall was
with few exceptions. In parts of So- only a trace; the river is still high,
corro and Valencia counties the rains but is falling; the range is drying up
were heavy and were accompanied by and rain is greatly needed; the highhail, which caused a little damage. est temperature was 100 degrees on
Hail also occurred in a few other lo- the 6th and 7th; the minimum was
C. Jaquez:
calities, but It was light and was not 47 on the 6th. Turley, A.
has
been
The
weather
cloudy
partly
General
are
rains
injurious.
greatly
"
and moderately warm.
needed.
San Miguel Co. Bell Ranch, C. M.
Remarks of Correspondents.
Chaves Co. Roswell, TJ. S. Weather O'Donel: 0.42 inch of rain fell on the
Bureau: Showers (amounting to 0.15 5th; the weather has been "close."
inch) occurred on the 6th and 7th; Rociada, John A. Rudulph: The weaththe maximum temperature was 93 de- er has been hot and dry; local showgrees on the 10th; the minimum was ers occurred in this vicinity, but there
G2 on the 7th and 10th.
was no rain at the station; streams
Colfax Co. Springer,
The Stock- are almost dry.
man: Wednesday afternoon (the 8th)
S.
Santa Fe Co. Santa Fe, U.
a refreshing rain fell.
Weather Bureau: The weather was
Dona Ana Co. Agricultural College, partly cloudy and thunderstorms ocFrank Stockton: There were several curred almost every afternoon; the
showers during the week, amounting precipitation, however, was very light';
to 0.26 Inch; the maximum tempera- the dally temperature average was
ture was 100' degrees on the 6th and about one degree below the normal.
,
Sierra Co. Lake Valley, Wm. P.
the minimum was 60 on the 9th.
C. H. Raitt: The temperature has Keil : The total precipitation for the
been moderately High; the maximum week was 0.28 inch; general rains are
was 100 degrees on the 6th and the greatly needed ; water holes are drying
minimum was 62 on the 9th and 10th;
P.
the weather was dry, with the excepCo. Magdalena,
Socorro
Wm,
tion of a rain of 0.12 inch on the 7th. Pender: The weather has been warm
Eddy Co. Carlsbad, W. H. Frank-land- : and sultry; about 0.5 inch of hail, folThere has been a great deal of lowed by 1.80 inch of rain, fell on the
the rainfall 6th in about one hour. San Marcial,
cloudy weather, but
amounted to only 0.07 inch. Monu- J. K. Venclll: There was a hard hail
ment, J. M. Cook: The weather has storm on the 6th.
been moderately warm, with very litTorrance Co. Mountalnair, Mrs. J.
tle rain.
W. Corbett: On the 7th there was a
Grant Co. Lordsburg, J. H.
shower amounting to 0.56 inch; the
Showers, amounting to 0.20 maximum temperature was 91
degrees
inch, occurred on the 9th and 10th; on the 10th and the minimum was 52
dethe maximum temperature was 100
on the 7th and 9th.
grees on the 6th and 7th; the minimum
Valencia" Co. Laguna, Gus Weiss:
was 64 on the 8th and 11th.
The week was generally cloudy, with
Guadalupe Co. Santa Rosa, J. L. light wind; the days were warm, but
Chapman: There was no rain; the the nights were cool; on the 7th 1.35
maximum temperature was 99 degrees inches of rain fell in 40 minutes; it
on the 10th, and the minimum was 59 was accompanied by some heavy hail,
on the 8th and 10th.
which did som damage.
Lincoln Co. Fort Stanton,1 J. E.
MONTROSE W. HAYES,
Section Director.
Bergman: Light showers occurred on
the 6th and 7th;. the temperatures
have been moderate.
Get my "Book No. 4 For Women."
Luna Co. Cambray, F. S. Case: A It- will give weak women many sugtrace of rain fell on the 9th and was gestions of relief and with , strictly
the first in a long time; the tempera- confidential medical "advice is entirely
tures have been rather high. Gage, free. Simply write Dr. Shoop, Racine,
E. J. Tilley: The week was. partly Wis. The book No. 4 tells all about Dr.
cloudy.i with 0.20 Inch of rain on the Shoop's Night Cure and how these
9th; the highest temperature was 98 soothing, healing, antiseptic supposidegrees on the 6th, and the .:lowest was tories can be successfully applied "to
V
61 on the 8th.
correct these weaknesses. Write for
McKlnley Co. Blackrock, Wm. J. the book. 'The Night Cure Is sold by
Oliver: Delightful summer weather The Ireland Pharmacy. '
has prevailed; altho conditions were
threatening every afternoon the rainThe New Mexican Printing company
fall was confined to tracei on the 8th
on hand a large supply of pads
has
temmaximum
and 9th ;,, the average
ave- and tablets, suitable for school work,
the
92
and
was
degrees
perature
the desk, and also for .lawyers and
rage minimum 53. Fort Wlngate,
merchants; good anywhere. We will
The
M."
R.
Blanchard;
Capt. ;,
tell them at five cents In book form
0.27
to
total "rainfall amounted
maximum
the
temperature
inch;
A REVELATION.
was 87 degrees on the 7th and 8th,
.
J.
.
nn
vt
It Is a revelation to people, tne
ana tne minimum -was ou
im 4t. diu.
Manuelito, W. A. L. Tarr: A ahow-e- r severe cases of lung trouble that have
been cured by Foley's Honey and Tar.
on the 11th was quit refreshing.
Otero Co. Frequent Jocal showers It not only stops the cough but heals
(some of which were quite heavy) oc- and strengthens, the lungs. L. M.
curred,; but there has been no general Ruggles, Reasnor, Iowa, writes: "The
doctors said I had consumption,
and
rain.
I got no better until I took Foley's
Quay Co. Tucumcarl, John' F.
Reports of rains have been re- Honey and Tar. It stopped the hemceived from some of the outlying dis- orrhages and pain in my lungs and
tricts, but there has been no rain In they are now as sound as a bullet."
this Immediate vicinity, altho condi For sale at The Ireland's Pharmacy.
Le-Cler-
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BASE BALL SCORES.
National
At Chicago
Chicago

Philadelphia
Batteries Lundgren and
Sparks and Dooin.
At Pittsburg, first game
Pittsburg
New York

WAHTS

League.

R.H.E.
5 13

2

6 15

2

Moran ;
R.

H.E.
1
1

0 3
7 11

Batteries
Leifleld, Camnitz and
Gibson; Mathewson and Needham.
R. H. E.
Second game
11

Pittsburg

4

New York

7 12

At Boston

1
2

2

Boston

5
8

room, furnished
Watson & Cc.

General Express Forwarders

FOR SALE--Cas- h
or Installment, or
for rent, good typewriter J. B. Sloan.

WANTED
no washing.

R. H. E.
3

NMne
O. C.

TO

All

FOR RENT Furnished rooms,
and light housekeeping.
F.

Batteries Maddox, Young and Gibson; McGlnnity, Wiltz and Bresna-han- .
Cincinnati

FOR RENT
house, modern.

Wells Fargo & Company
Express

house girl,
Competent
Apply Mrs. J. W.

WANTED Several
rooms
for
light housekeeping. Address "W."care
New Mexican.

2
1

Batteries

Save Money and Inconvenience by
Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN JVIONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

Coakley and Schlei; Dor-neBoults and Graham,
FOR SALE Cecilian with lot of
R. H. E.
At St. Ixniis
Cecilian
music at a bargain. Lowitzkl
3 7 1
St. Louis
furniture store.
4
2
0
Brooklyn

J. D. BARNES. Agent

'

FOR SALE A ruling machine In
American League.
At Philadelphia .first game R. H. E. good condition; will be sold cheap. ApMexl an Printing
1 10 2 ply to the New
Chicago
1 Company.
0
5
Philadelphia
Batteries
Manuel, Sullivan and
FOR SALE A second-hansteam
Weaver; Duggart, Plank and Schreck. boiler in
good condition. It will bo
R. H. E.
Second game
9 13 3 disposed of at very low price. Apply
Chicago
to the New Mexican Printing Com
8
4
2
Philadelphia
Batteries
White and Sullivan; pany.
Bender, Coombs and Schreck.
FOR SALE By New Mexican PrintAt Washington, first game R. H. E.
ing
Company a steam engine 8 to 10
2 7 1
Washington
horse power, In very good condition.
3 4 2
St. Louis
Can be seen at the office of the New
Batteries
Johnson, Warner and Mexican
Printing company.
Street; Graham and Blew.
R. H. E.
Second game
FOR SALE A fine Victor Grapha-phon2 8 1
,
Washington
in excellent condition, will be
4 9 2
St. Louis
sold
on Installment if desired.
cheap
v. Batteries
Smith and Street; Poweditorial office of the New
the
at
Apply
ers, Howell, Waddell and Spencer.
Mexican
company.
Printing
R. H. E.
At New York
0
9
3
Cleveland
0 10 0 Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Di
New York
arrhoea Remedy Would Have
Batteries Chei, N. Clarke; Kiel-noSaved Him $100.00.
Blair.
and
"In 1902 I had a very severe attack
R. 11. E.
At Boston, first game
NY Farrar, of
6 6 1 of diarrhoea," says R.
Detroit
Cat
La.
"For
several
weeks I
Island,
2 7 5
Boston
was
On March
to
do
unable
anything.
Batteries
Kllllan and Schmidt;
18, 1907, I had a similar attack, and
Pruitt, Cicotte and Carrigan.
R. H. E. took Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Second game
gave me.
0 Diarrhoea Remedy, which
4 10
Boston
relief. I consider it one of the
2
8 0
Detroit
best medicines of Its kind in the
Batteries
Morgan and Carrigan;
world, and had I used it in 1902 be
nd
Schmidt.
Summers, Suggs
lieve It would have saved me a hundred dollar doctor's bill." Sold by all
Western League.
d

e

At Omaha
Omaha
Lincoln

3

Rae-de-

Railway
Eaggage allowance 50 lbs.
Any
Leave Torrance at 6:00 A. M. arriv- amount of Baggage can be carried
ing at Roswell at 11:00 A. M. Saving by notifying Company at Roswell.

J. W. STOCKARD, Manaflcr.

RtsMbe

Stamps

WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME
THINQ
FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT
DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY PEOPLE ARE
USING RUBBER
STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS

TO AND FROM ROSWELL.

3

Connection made with Automobile
Line
at Torrance for Roswell daily.
and
Halleiibeck
Batteries
Hall,
Automobile leaves Torrance for Ro LeBrand; Johnson and Zinran.
At Denver
R.H.E. well at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
7 8 3 at 12, noon. Automobile leaves RosDenver ....
2 well for Torrance at 1 p. m., and ar
8 11
Des Moines
,
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare
and
Bohannon
Batteries
Ackley,
between Santa Fe and Torrance is
Zalnsky;
Clark, Nelson and
$5.80 and between Torrance and RosAt Pueblo
R.H.E. well, $10.00. Reserve seats on automo4' 8 3 bile by wire. J. W. Stockard, managSioux City
6 8 2 er Automobile Line.
Pueblo
Batteries Freeman and Shea; Fitz
REV. I. W. WILLIAMS TESTIFIES
gerald and Smith.
Rev. I. W. Williams, Huntington, W.
American Association.
At Kansas City t- - Kansas City 10; Va., testifies as follows: "This is to,
certify that I used Foley s Kidney
St. Paul 5.
,
At Toledo
Toledo 6; Indianapo Remedy for nervous exhaustion and
kidney trouble, and am free to say
lis- 2.
At Columbus
Columbus 2; Louis that Foley's Kidney Remedy will do
'
all that you claim for it." Sold at
ville 1.
At Milwaukee
Milwaukee 1; Min The Ireland's 'Pharmacy.
neapolis 2. v
It li an admittet fact that real es
tate, financial men and merchants all
Boys, Life Saved.
say that quickest and best results are
a
had
little
My
boy, tour years old,
severe attack of dysentery. We had obtained by advertising In the New
v
two physicians; both of them gave Mexican.
him up. We then gave him ChamberThe function of the kidneys Is to
lain's ;Collc, Cholera and Diarrhoea
out the impurities of the blood
strain
believe
and
him
which
cured
Remedy
that save,d his life. William H. Strol-- , which is constantly passing through
ing, Carbon Hill, Ala. There Is no doubt them. Foley'B Kidney Remedy makes
doubt but this remedy saves the lives the kidneys healthy. They will strain
of many children each year. Give lti out all waste matter from the blood.
with castor oil according to the plain Take Foley's Kidney Remedy and It
printed directions and a cure Is cer- will make you well. Sold at the Ireland's Pharmacy.
tain. For sale by all druggists.
7

U. S. MAIL AND PASSENGER ROUTE.
Service Established Jan. 10, 1906.
Passengers over 30 hours between
Agents for the Buick. Pone ToIpHu these points over any other route.
and Kissel Automobiles.
Full equipment of modern Cars In
Shortest route between Roswell and service
securing comfort to passenthe Pecos Valley to El Paso and Santa gers. Courteous and
expert Chauf
b e and all points in the Estancia Valfeurs In charge of every Car. Seats
ley and western New Mexico.
reserved on Auto bv anDlvine to
Automobiles leave Roswell dally at Agent of El Paso & Southwestern kv
1:00 P. M. connecting with trains for or to Roswell Auto Co..
Roswell, New
El Paso and all points on Rock Island Mexico.

druggists.

R. H.E.
2
4

Parts of the World.

PRICE-LIS-

1

l.

.

'

,

v

T

Inches ong
Stamp, not over 2
15C
Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
One-linStamp, over 2 2 and not over 3
inches long
20c.
Each additional line on stamp, 15c.
Or.e-lin- e
Stamp, over 3 2 and not over 5 inches long ...
25c.
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c.
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 5 inches long, per Inch
35c.
Each additional line, same price.
(Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.)
Borders of all shapes, under 3 Inches long way, 25c extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Where type used is over one-hal- f
Inch Inch in size, we charge for one.
line for each one-hal- f
Inch or fraction.
One-lin- e

2

e

2

DATES, ETC.
Local Dater- - any town and date for
Ledger Dater month, day and year in
,
Regular line Dater
Definance Model Band Dater
e
Signature, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut
Pearl Check Protector
STAMP PADS.

"

'

60c
50
.'

..'!y

............

Fac-Smil-

.35
1.50
1.50
1.50

SELF-INKIN-

1

10 cents; 2x3
15 cents; 2
35 cents; 3 14x6 14, 50 cents; 4

FOR TYPE SPECIMEN8

fJE7

25
2,

cents; 2 34x4
75 cents.
""!S'"--"

ADDKE83

EXICAJj PRIJ1T1JIG CO.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
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Personal Mention.
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RRIQATION AN
young trees or to trees that
INFANT INDUSTRY, been improperly irrigated.

have

I

Continued From Page One.

that winter

"Fourth,

irrigation

pays, especially when as is usually the
Or. W. D. Radcliffe of Belen, Tells of
case, water is cheaper or more abundDone By Recent Hurrimake pumping for irrigation a good ant in this season, and as is also laA. B. Reneuan went to
Damage
Attorney
WRIGHT-DAVI- S
cane in Guadalupe County,
Tuos yesterday on official business.
bor to apply it. With heavy winter
proposition.
He will return the latter part of the
when evaporation is light
irrigation
"We had the 'dry' farmer in our
Dr. W. G. Radcliffe, of Belen, memweek.
is possible to get the moisture down
it
GROCER5, BAYERS BUTOjERS!
John Venuble, clerk of the Second ber of the Territorial Board of Health, midst also, who religiously practised deep and thus store it for the use of
of Mr. Campbell and
'judicial district court and wife, resi who has been in tne city for the past the precents
during the hot dry months to
found
them
but in this latitude plants and
good,
dents of Albuquerque, have gone to few days attending to the duties of his
serves to carry plant life
come,
and aUltude (4,,300) it is generally
California for a three weeks' stay.
season in good shape. I
position, states that although Belen
this
through
Professor Hugh A. Owen, of the De- and vicinity are quiet, considerable impossible to raise anything except would not advise the irrigation of bearpartment of Science of the New Mexi- progress and improvement are notice drouth resisting crops without some ing trees after the first of February
With the frequent and
co Normal School at Silver 'City, ar- able. A greater area than ever be irrigation.
where there is danger of late frosts.
rived in Santa Fe last night and is fore is under cultivation and Irriga- thorough cultivation as advocated by This tends to bring them forward too
the guest of Professor J. A. Wood, his tion and cereals and alfalfa will yield Mr. Campbell the least amount of soon.
leimonade now. We have made a
brother-in-law- .
Professor Owen grad a good crop. Fruit is somewhat dam- water is required. With the lesser
"Fifth, there is no occupation to
of
lemons way below the
uated from Chicago University, June aged but there will be, nevertheless, quantity of water and frequent cul- which more truly applies the old adage
purchase
tivation, the crop is generally much "Whatever Is worth
9th, with Master's credit. He will re plenty of it.
market value and we want you to have a
doing is worth
sume his work in the Normal school
The doctor has a fine ranch about better both in quality and quantity doing well," than to farming by irriof
the
benefit.
nice
part
Buy big.
juicy
south of old Ft, than where the land is irrigated when gation. With Irrigation intensive cul- n September.
Professor Owen's fam a mile and one-hal- f
t
stitl trr f inn ii'itull Vi a tia hflnn Vtof f At
:
:
:
lemons at
25c, per dozen,
rlvflrinn tvn n I nnnn f no oa tha UDFv
ily Is still in Indiana as his little son, Sumner between the old fort and the
n uumv ii iuu, ui uU1 iu.m-,bes- t
The heavy t uu
has a slight attack of mala old military cemetery.
u , nQ uncommon tning for
George,
Nothing io healthful as lemons this time
0,DO
rial fever. It was thought best for storm of Thursday, July the 2nd, did ers who have tried deep and thorough Uha ovnni.,011Mll
ih,n nilt
of year.
Mrs. Owen and little son to follow great damage there. Several hundred cultivation would ask for more than three-fourth- s
of his crop, and realize
later.
young fruit trees set out two years ten inches of water in a season in double the amount from the remaind
Dr. John W. Tinder, of Itoswell, is ago were hammered to the ground. addition to our average rainfall which er than' his neighbor does under simi11 inches.
This does not in- lar conditions, for his whole crop.
among the visitors to the Capital, hav Forty acres in wheat and a number of is about
as alfalfa, wheat, Commence in a small
such
field
clude
crops
which
in
wheat
to
come
alfalfa
acres
the
tne
before
Terri
upon
ing
appear
way and build
Ginger Ale and Soda water, quarts 15c. Per
water. We
more
which
etc.,
were
require
doing
torial Hoard of Health for the purpose and alfalfa
splendidly
up and not in a large way and fall
dozen $1.65
of securing a license to practice in were absolutely shaven, one might can generally raise five cuttings of down. It is perhaps, needless to say
New Mexico. Dr. Tinder is an eye, say, ana tne ground arter tne scorm alfalfa a season where water Is plen that irrigation farming by proxy is
Coyote Mineral Water, guarts 15c. per dozen
numnot profitable any more than farming
ear, nose and throat specialist or wide was as clean as the floor of a house tiful, but with less water the
diminished.
be
ber
of
would
trees
$1.65.
of
a
of
old
cuttings
The
branches
took
grove
his
and
residence
up
reputation
by proxy is profitable in Illinois. You
at Itoswell several months ago. He that had been planted many many
will have to look after your interests
Experiments in Melon Raising.
Apollinaris Water, large 35c Dozen $3 25
likes the Pecos valley and predicts years ago were completely stripped off
"About five years ago the writer or they will not be attended to. There
that Itoswell will be the coming me- and nothing were left of the trees but took the farming fever, and selected is always something to be looked afSmall 20c Dozen $2 00
a plot of ground near the foot .hills ter on a well kept farm. Neverthetropolis of the Southwest because of the stumps and trunks.
He forresources.
its manifold
Every acre of. Dr. Itadcliffe's 280 and with a western slope, tne soil be less the average irrigation farmer is
merly resided at Parsons, Kansas, acres is under irrigation, contains fine ing adobe with sandy characteristics, better informed, better educated, and
soil and is in splendid shape for agrl and covered with grease wood and more up to the minute than his much
where lie practiced for' thirty years.
We have a new lot of Arizona Watermelons
He will replant sage brush which was not hard to abused eastern brother. He lives on
Dr. C. A. Mitchell, of Blythedale, cultural purposes.
These are fine, red, sweet fruit and we have
Missouri, who has been in the city millet and other crops for the present clear off. A ten acre patch was clear- a comparatively small place, has near,
for several days and who appeared year believing that he can Riicceed in ed and broken in January, and as we neighbors, has all the year round to
plenty of small ones for small families
before the Territorial Board of Health getting fair returns. Fine fruit has were fortunate in having heavy rains do his work in, does not find it necesPrice 2
per pound
during its present session for license been raised in the vicinity of Ft, in February, we only irrigated just sary to get up at four o'clock in the
to practice his profession in the Sun- Sumner and the .doctor will not des before tree planting time In March. morning to save his crop, but keeps
shine Territory, left this morning for pair but will set out another lot of The first year the ground was fur- reasonable hours and finds time for
I
I
Las Cruces where he has decided to fruit trees early next spring. He has rowed only down the tree rows, and
locate. The doctor is quite an en- great faith in that section of Guada in about
of the rows, water
"Sixth, you cannot saw wood with
thusiast over blooded horses, and he lupe county and all conditions point melon and canteloupe were planted. a hammer."
has been known to own the fastest that he is correct in holding on to the This was the first attempt excepting in
horse in Missouri. Dr. Mitchell also property and improving it.
some small patches to raise melons
The doctor said the board of uealth for market near
takes a great interest in Jersey cows
The
Alamogordo.
and fancy chickens and says that as worked very hard. Last evening it land being sandy and having a westsoon as he is located at his new home was in session until ten o'clock. There ern slope seemed Ideal for melons.
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he will try chicken raising and also are a good many applicants and he The seeds were planted on the south
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With the exceptions of some
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rains all the water the plants received
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Union Pacific 149
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probable that measuring the quantity
New York, July 14. Money on call
All trains are reported on time ex Superintendent John W. Green of the of water used by acre inches that the
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per cent. Prime
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of Survey for Road.
late.
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OUDROW'S OFFICE BUILDING. DAY 'PHONE 35 committee held a meeting in Albuquer- Captain John W. Green, the efficient It is probable that in a dry year double quiet. Lead, 440445; lake copper-ma- rket
dull Jlake copper, 12
Residence, Lincoln Avenue. Night and Sundays. Telephone No. 142.
que yesterday. .This was attended by and energetic superintendent of the this quantity of water would have
James G. Fitch, the chairman and W. territorial penitentiary, and County been required.
The advantage of silver 55
in planting on the south side of the furSt. Louis, July 14 Spelter nominal
B. Walton, of Silver City, and other Surveyor Wendell V. Hall were
consultation this forenoon to arrange row was that this side does not re 4.30(54.32
members.
of the Scenic High ceive the
WOOL MARKET
There will be a special meeting of for a
perpendicular rays of the
St. Louis, July 14. Wool steady and
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. way across the Pecos National For sun' and is less liable to dry out in
Elks, on next Saturday nigi.c at which est. The work will commence with consequence and the young tender unchanged.s.
time several candidates will be ini- a thorough repairing of the part of plants fare better. Doth cantaloupe
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receipt
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ter asking for a game on that date
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now
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being assembled
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and
it
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Dawson team an excursion will be Green and as soon as the survey is season he had turned over $550.00 for Market steady to 10 cents lower today.
south
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